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Abstract.

This thesis examines two interrelated issues, namely,

(a)

(b)

the concept of language variety, also ca1led

linguistic diversity or linguistic variation

the difference between rural and urban Xhosa

varieLies in terms of standard and non-standard

f orms , resp,ectively.

The thesis is conceived partly against the background of the
pioneer work of Labov (195G) on ranguage variety and partry
against a heterogeneous background of developments in the area of
language change. The study is essentiarly about the nature,
causes and the result of language change. conseguently, such

aspects as language variety, curture, speech cornmunity, rexical
borrowing, terminology and language standardization are d.ea1t

with insofar as they relate specificarry to ranguage use and

language change.

For purPoses of the thesis, some parameters are set in terms of
which the difference betneen rural and urban Xhosa varieties is
conceived. Because the study is sociolinguistic, no detailed
consideratjon of grammar as such is given. such aspects of
gralnmar as are treated relate specifically to the objective of
the thesis.
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serected aspects of phonorogy, syntax and the rexicon are

considered. The selection has been done on the basis of the
possibility of these aspects being best suited to the kind of
comparison the study undertakes.

:

;

./one of the expectations of a research project isz'that its
findings, ot at reast some of them, must be capable of being

generalized in other areas. It is for this reason that this
thesis considers some of the imprications:f the study of
language varieties for language pranning and ranguage teaching.

It does so especiallv i- 'he light of some of the flaws that are

identifierr c(
?ageAoy sa in the areas of language planning
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Preface

This thesis, unless specifically indicated to the contrary in the

text, is my own original work.
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CHAPTER 1

fntroduction : Theoretical and historical issues.

1.0 General remarks
I

Although Finrayson (1988:35) says the term 'Bantu,, as applied
to a family of languages referred to as such is,

internationally the most generally
acknowledged term used to describethis vast 'family of languages r

the present study will avoid the use of that term. The reason for
doing this is that the term is considered to be offensive by the
speakers of the Ianguages concerned because of its unsavoury
political overtones. In any case, Finlayson herself acknowledges

the fact that the term has been 'nisapplied. I rn the present

study, therefore, 'African lang:uages' wilr be used. although that
tetm itself is not entirely appropriate.

xhosa belongs to the Nguni group of African languages. Nguni

Ianguages constitute a subgroup in the central Branch of the
Niger-congo Fanily. xhosa is spoken by some five nirlion
speakers(cf.Pah1, forthcorning) First attempts at codifying the
language date back to L823 when Scottish nissionaries tried
to reduce the language into writing at a place that is now known

1
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as Lovedare in the Eastern cape. The apparent importance of
Xhosa ries not onry in the number of its speakers, but arso in
that it shows features that are alien io most other African
languages. one of the most outstanding features is the prevalence

:

of clic),<s. Such clicks are the result of the heavy influence of
Khoisan languages.

Despite its apparent importance, Xhosa seems to have received
very litt1e attention in ss6s]iarl1l works. Analyses of Xhosa in
the form of theses appear to dwerr predominantry on

phonology,morphology and tonology. syntax has received very
little attention while socioringuistics, the subject of the
present study, seems to be neglected.

The present work is, therefore, partry an atteurpt to focus on

xhosa as a ranguage, and partry an attempt to contribute in a

neglected field in the study of African languages in the Republic
of South Africa, namely sociolinguistics.

l.L Objectives of the thesis

The present thesis will examine two interrelated issues, namely,

(a) the notion of ranguage variety, arso carred

linguistic diversity or Iinguistic variation
(b) the difference between rural and urban Xhosa

2
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varieties in terms of standard and non-standard

varieties, respectively.

L.2 Theoretical background

The research is conceived in part against the background of the
pioneer work of Labov (19G5) on language variety. rn his pioneer

r.rork, which has also to be seen in the light of his other works

(1953, L965, 197o, L972) he emphasizes the socioronguistic
structure of urban speech communities. He has laid a foundation
for the study of language in its social context. His methodology

has generated a set of principles or empirical findings which he

calrs 'sociolinguistic patterns. , Romaine (1982:1-) says these

principles can be taken to be,

testable hypotheses concerning the basic
principles underlying the organization,
social differentiation and change of speech
communities.

Labovrs theory of language change, of which ranguage variety is
an aspect, specifically emphasizes speech communities where all
the socj.al groups use the variable concerned in the same wdy, but
not necessarily to the same extent. Ronaine (1992) caIIs such

speech communities 'prototype variable rule communities.t Labovrs

craim then, ds Romaine (19822L9) rightry sees it, is that,

3
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There is

so-ca11ed

with the

view, not

the same

the locus of the grammar is in the community
or group and that the speech of any social
group wiII be less variable than the speech
of the individual.

the opposite which is advocated by the proponents
'dynamic paradigm. I They maintain that one must

individual rather than with the group. According to

necessarily operates

of the

begin

this

with

Labovrs theory is based on the assumption that the spread of
linguistic innovations is dependent on the social prestige that
goes with them. He uses the term 'covert prestige' to account for
the spread of change from below. That is, from lower-middle or
working class. 'overt prestige,, on the other hand, comes from

upper prestige classes.

every

set of

If, as Labov

why then is

for example,

group?

Labov would argue that the

prestige norms.

very Iowest social group is least
affected by

overall, Labov correlates Iinguistic variation with socio-

member of the communi-ty
i

ruIes.

says, the norm of each group has its own prestige,
it that change does not originate in any group? Why,

is there no change from the very 1owest social

4
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econcmic class as the folrowing diagram attempts to show,

Linguistic variation

Socio-eco ic class

Low c1a igh class

Non-standard va eties Standard varieties

Labov naintains that non-standard varieties are used by the 1ow

class while standard varieties are used by the high crass group

of peopre. That makes his theory status-based and

straightforwardry correlationar. That the patterning of
sociolinguistic behaviour can be correlated with status or social
behaviour and be explained only in those terms is questionable.

As will become apparent from the present study, both these ideas

arso appry to rural and urban xhosa. Ronaine (L98z.4) says,

A viable social theory of language must
present a coherent account of how particular
uses, functions and kinds of language
develop within particular speech communities.

Romaine expresses the view that sociolinguistic phenomena need to

5
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be studied from several different perspectives, for example the
individuar, the sociar group and the speech community. she

regards the main task of any soci,olinguistic theory as being the
clarification of the interface between the revels of abstraction
w-hich have been mentioned above, namery the individual, the
social group and the speech community.

It is urainly for this reason that she priticises l-abovrs theory
and considers it to be \ too rigid and narroe, to accomnodate a

truly integrated view of language differentiation and change.
Apart from that, she says the theory leads to 'a rather nonistic
conceptiont of language. However, she does not discount Labov

entirely.

since Labov's pioneer study in language variation with its
eurphasis on the sociolinguistic structure of urban speech

communities, there has been much progress in the study of
sociolinguistic variation. There have also been attenpts at
deveroping a more viabre sociolinguistic theory. such a theory
seeks to make a coherent statement about the relationship between

Ianguage use and social structures and patterns.of various kinds.

According to Romaine (1982) recent sociolinguistic research, for
example Inrine (1978) and Ronaine (1978), seens to indicate that

. rinjuistic changes come about as a result of - conpeting

6
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Pressures I from two social groups in the speech communities which

do not use ranguage in the same !ray. rn the case cf the present

study rural and urban Xhosa varieties constitute such social
groups.

:

,'
She continues to say that,

These sorts of competing changes represent
cases in which norms of speaking associated
with different groups in tfre SA}IE conrnrunity
are crucial in providing an account of
differentiation and change in the system. (Lgg2z22) .

So much then for Labov and his theory.

1.3 Possible theoretical approaches

Poulos (1982) points out that in a research project (such as the
present one, for example) there are two options that are open to
a researcher with regard to the approach that can be adopted,

(a) the researcher either forrows a monotheoretical

approach where the problems which have been

identified in the study are accounted for or
explained in terms of one coherent formal theory.
Alternatively,

7
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(b) the researcher adopts a multitheoretical approach

where formal and non-formal concepts are invoked

in accounting for and explaining the problems

which have been identified.

Basicarly, the present thesis is divided into two parts, namely

the description of rural and urban Xhosa varieties on the one

hand, and the application of the'main thrust of the thesis to

Ianguage planning ind language education. The two distinct parts

into which the thesis is divided do not seem to allow for a

monotheoretical approach. Labovrs theory for exanple, does not

seen to have a direct bearing on language planning. Sirnilarly,
the theory of language planning does not seem to have a direct
bearing on Labovrs theory. The point that is being made is that

there is no single formal theory that is applicable to the entire

study.

Although Botha (1978) warns strongly against adopting a

multitheoretical approach to language study, for the purpose of

the present thesis the adoption of a nultitheoretical approach

seems to be inevitable. The nain reason' for this viewpoint is
that, ds will become apparent both from the thesis itself and

from the review of some of the relevant literature, the thesis is
conceived against a heterogeneous background of developments in
the area of language change.

I
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The present thesis wil1, therefore, take cognizance of formal

theoretical considerations and also of those considerations which

are generally regarded as falling outside the scope of a formal

theory.

l-.4 The significance of the thesis

The significance of the thesis lies in the fact that it will fill
a significant gap in the study of African languages in general

and that of Xhosa in particular. In an article which goes as far
back as 1951-, White draws attention to the need for research in
what he calls the 'neglected fieldr of sociolinguistics. fn his
words,

The diverse effects of the outer world
upon modern Africa in the social sphere
are well known and have been nuch studied;
but little has been written upon the effects
of modern influences on African languages.

(L9s1:55).

This is the inference that can also be drawn from Hendrikse

(L977). Wilkes (1978) remarks on the absence of sociolinguistic
research in African language studies in the Republic of South

Africa. In spite of the fact that these observations lrere made

more than ten years d9o, they are, to a very large extent, stirl
valid

9
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The significance of the present thesis is perhaps also underlined

Human Sciences Researchby the STANON Research programme of the

CounciI. It is also partly against
Programme that the thesis is conceived.

the background of that

The aims of that Programme

Association

according to the Nevsletter of ,the

African Language of Southern Africa (1988:6) are,

(i) to desciibe the difference between the nine standard

African languages and their non-standard varieties
in selected areas of South Africa.

(ii) to describe the influences of the non-standard

varieties on the use of standard varieties in
selected areas; and

(iii) to make reconmendations

differences and/or

education, Ianguage

if and when required on these

influences for language

planning and other areas.

1.5 A review of some of the relevant literature

In naking the proposed review, the point that needs to be nade at

the outset is that the present study is essentially about the

nature, causes and the result of language change. Aspects such as

Iangruage varieties, Iexical borrowing, terminology and language

10
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standardization therefore become relevant insofar as they relate
variously to language use and language change.

Much of the sociolinguistic work related to the current.research

appears to have been done outside the Republic of Sout,h Africa
rather than inside. Perhaps the hallmark in this particular area

is the Ninth fnternational African Seminar which hras held at the

University CoIlege, Dar es Salaam, during December 1968. The

Seminar addressed the question of language use and social change,

with particular reference to the problems of nultiLingualism in
East Africa. Reference to some of the papers or studies which

were presented at that Seminar, and which are relevant to the

present study, is appropriate.

Andrzejewski (1971) discusses the role of broadcasting in the

adaptation of the Somali language to modern needs. fn other

words, language change which occurs as a result of broadcasting

or as a result of the language of the radio. Some of the data for
the current research comes from the radio.

Fulass (L971) addresses the problerns of terminology. He warns

against indiscrininate linguistic innovation or language change

which hinders rather than advances communication. He argues that
what he calls 'contamination' is both desirable and inevitable.
But, he says, such ' contaminat j-on t which he equates with

11
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Iinguistic innovation must facili:ate conmunication and preserve

the features of the vernacular Ianguage.

Mosha (1971) discusses Iexical borrowing, or what he caIls
'adoptiv€s', in Luganda. With adoptives as the starting,point, he

focuses on some of the mechanics for the adaptation of African

Ianguages to modern conditions. I{e considers morphological and

phonological'Lugandanization..' Lexical borrowing forms an

essential part of itne present study.

If African languages are to cope with information explosion, if

they are to avoid 'perpetual dependency' and an 'ever increasing

lagt then the language of specialized information is necessary.

This is what Nida (1971) says in his examination of the

communication roles of languages in rnultilingual societies.

Lastly, Whiteley (L958) draws attention to what he caIIs
'intergenerational problems of communicationr and emphasizes the

need to focus on the relationship and interplay between language

use and social change.

So much then

International

for the papers which

Seminar. There have

were presented at the Ninth

been other studies related to
which follows will attenpt tothe present research, as the suryey

show

L2
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Epstein (I959) shows how in Bemba on the Copperbelt in Zarnbia

linguistic innovations are made in order to firr gaps in that
Ianguage- These are gaps that are created by the exposure of the

native speakers of Bemba to new situations and experiences in the
city. Richardson (L963) also deals with a sinilar,'an"rn" in Beurba

:

and considers lexical and granmatical aspects. White (L951) also
examines linguistic innovations. He considers Lunda and Lwena,

both of which are Zanbian languages.

The question of how Nigerian languages are affected by English is
dealt with by Akere (1981). Akere (198L:284) says that in a

bilingual situation,

Questions such as the effects which such
a bilingual situation may have on the
languages in contact, oD the users of these
languages, and on the society in which
these languages are used become relevant
issues of sociolinguistic investigations.

Margaret

lexical
Swahili.

Ball (1971) examines Swahili and in the of

inborrowing discusses some of the causes of

Caro1 Scotton and okeju (L972) deal with some of the urechanics of
rexical borrowing in Ateso, a ugandan 1anguage, and with some of
the reasons for such borrowing. Cooper and Horvath (1973) deal

with a similar theme for Ethiopia, and attempt to show how

context

change

13
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migration and urbanization can have profound consequences for

language use. Mkanganwi (1980) tries to show how nultilingualism

can affect the standardization of African Ianguages.

Nearer home, there have been attempts to address the question of
Ianguage varieties and language change. Nkabinde (1958) addresses

the guestion of the adaptation of foreign words into ZuIu, and

consequently considers aspects of lexical borrowing.

i

In an interesting article which departs from the usual trend of
considering the various influences that are brought to bear on a

'standardr language, Msimang (1987) exarnines Tsotsitaal which is
largely a secret language. He attempts to show the impact of ZuIu

on this linqua franca of speakers of various ethnic aroups.

Perhaps the only study in sociolinguistics in any Sotho language

is Sekhukhuners(1988). In his unpublished !l A thesis Sekhukhune

makes a sociolinguistic study of North Sotho (Sepedi) speech

varieties.

Another writer in the area under investigation is Schuring (1983,

1985). He works mainly in the area of North Sotho speech

varieties, with particular reference to Pretoria Sotho.

In considering the difference between rural and urban Xhosa

14
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varieties it will be seen how Xhosa adapts to new situations and

experiences through, among other things, lexical borrowing,

coinages and neologisms. The effects of nigration and

urbanization on Xhosa wiIl also become apparent. with these

considerations in mind, the signif icance of lthe f oregoing

literature review for the current study becomes apparent.

1.5 The research problem

The 'problemr under investigation is the difference between rural

and urban Xhosa varieties in terms of standard and non-standard

varieties. The study itself is, of course, sociolinguistic. An

attempt wiII also be made to apply the study to the areas of

language planning and language education. One of the points that

will be. nade is that Iinguistic diversity or linguistic variation

can be ascribed partlv to culture.

For a

define

better appreciation of the 'problem'r, it is necessary to

some core concepts. Such concepts include,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

sociol inguistics
Ianguage variety

rural and urban Xhosa

standard and non-standard

speech conmunity

15
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( f )

(q)

(h)

Iexical borrowing

culture

language planning

1.6.1 Sociolinguistics

Sociolinguistics is, t: broad terms, the
relationship between Ianguage and society.

!

(L977:195) says sociolinguistics means,

study of the

Although Hymes

many things to man
has a patent on it

y people, and...no one
s definition

there seems to be some general agreement on the above definition
(shuy, ]-97o; Fishman ,Lg7L; pride ,Lg7g; Hudson, lggo; Fasold ,L984;
ciglio1i,198s) .

Bright (1966) says socioringuistics is not easy to define
precisery (cf. Hpnes, L977, above). He regards the definition of
sociolinguistics as the study of the relationship between
language and society as 'extrenely vague. r l{ore precisely,
sociolinguistics , he says, considers ranguage as welr as society
to be a structure rather than a mere collection of items. Bright
(1,965:11) then goes on to sdy,

16
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The sociolinguist's task is....to show
the systematic covariance of Iinguistic
structure and social structure.

Pride (L979:ix) defines sociolinguistics ds,

the study of natural }anguage in all
its various social and cultural contexts.

Fishuran (L97 L) , as quoted

sociolinguistics examines

aspects, namely,

by Uribe-Villegas (L977tL6), says

the interaction between two human

the use of language which enables men to
communicate and the link betrseen them dueto the nortrls which they have in common.

Insofar as sociolinguistics introduces a social dinension in the
study of language, Hyrmes (L977:vii) sees socioringuistics ds,

an attenpt to rethink received categories
and assumptions as to the bases of linguistic
work, and as to the place of language in
human life.

This is the view that is shared by Hudson (1980) who argues that
an asocial approach to the study of language is futire and

unwise. It is particularly in its scope that sociolinguistics
becomes relevant for the present study.

L7
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fn broad terms the subject matter

interaction of language and society.
sociolinguists study such matters ds,

of sociolinguistics is the

Crystal (1987:28L-282) says

of

he

the Iinguistic identity of social groups,
social attitudes to language, STANDARO'
and non-standard forms of language, the :

patterns and needs of national language
use, social VARIETIES and levels of language,
the social basis of rnultilingualism, and so on.

I

crystal rays emphasis on 'standard, , 'varieties r and
'nultilingualism. I This seems to indicate that he sees these

three aspects as the main focus of sociolinguistics. fn varying
degrees what crystal regards as the focus and scope of
sociolinguistics is also shared by some authors on the same

subj ect.

Bright (1955), Hudson (1980) and Haugen (L977 ) for example see

sociolinguistics as focusing on linguistic diversity or
variation. Bright (1966) goes further and says that linguistic
diversity is of interest to sociolinguists only when it can be

correlated with social, and not linguistic, features. He refers
to this as 'the systematic covariance of linguistic structure and

social structure.l

It is to be

'varietyt as

noted that Hudson (1980) warns against the use

an analytical or theoretical construct. Instead,
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speaks of individuat linguistic items' of particular speakers

where each item has to be seen in terms of its 'social

description.' In other words, in terms of its users and in terms

of when it is used. However, the distinction Hudson makes seems

to be a matter of semantics and interpretation.

Hymes (L977) says sociolinguistics can be delineated in terms of

what he calls 'orientations.r He mentions three such

orientations. They are,

(a) the social and the linguistic which incorporate

Ianguage policies as well as language and its use.

(b) 'sociaIly realistic Iinguistics' which, in line

with Labovrs (1970) study of language in its social

context, deals with the social context of speech

acts. Language variation and data are included

here.

(c) 'social1y constituted Iinguisticsr which is where

sociolinguistics belongs. Concern here is with

language as part of communication and social action

and also with the reconciliation of linguistic
features witn 'social functions. t
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Pride (r979) points out that sociolinguistics is mostly concerned

with who speaks to whom, when, how and why, rn other words, it is
concerned firstly, with cornmunicative competence or the native
speaker's abirity to know which variety to use and when.

secondry, it is concerned with the speech ,community. rt is for
these two reasons that he considers sociolinguistics as being
partly a study of all meaningful choices, cultural and social,
that language users have and make.

i

For shuy (L970) socioringuistics encompasses the folrowing,

(a) dialect geography

(b) Ianguages in contact, including bilingualism and

problems of interference

(c) social dialectology, including studies of social
stratification and minority group speech

(d) language situations, for example standardization,

functional styles, attitudes toward language and

Ianguage as a means of group identification.

He then goes on to observe that socioringuistics is
interdisciplinary. rt draws, inter aria, from anthropology and

sociology. To anthroporogy it Iooks for the cultural
interpretation of linguistic phenomena, and to sociology for
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demography and an appropriate background for linguistic data.

Fasold (1984) is of the opinion that sociolinguistics includes,
among other things, 

!

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

social rnultil ingual ism

diaglossia

language attitudes
Ianguage choice

language maj-ntenance and shift
language standardization and planning

the use of language in education.

language contact

bi1 ingual ism

social dialects

attitudes and beliefs about language

Iinguistic standardization, maintenance, shifting
and planning

the social stratification of linguistic features.

He does not differ much with those whose views have already been

mentioned. The same can be said of Hymes (L977) who regards the
scope of sociolinguistics as the following,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Lastly, Uribe-ViIlegas (L977 ) says what he calIs the 'favourite

subjectsf of sociolinguistics are,

The above survey of some of the views on sociolinguistics shows

that sociolinguistics is guite wide and varied. The present study

will focus on the folrowing aspects with regard to Xhosa,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Iinguistic variants

registers and their relation witn different social
s ituations

the theory of Iinguistic contacts

the internal diversity of each Ianguage and the

explanation of that diversity in social terms.

language varieties

the speech community

Iexical borrowing

standard and non-standard varieties
language planning and language teaching.

L.6.2 Language variety

Variously cal}ed Iinguistic diversity and linguistic variation,
Crystal (L987z324) points out that this is a term that is used in
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sociolinguistics and stylistics to refer to,

any SYSTEM OF LTNGUTSTIC EXPRESSION
vrhose use is governed by SfTUATIONAL
VARIABLES.

He continues to say that,

In some cases, the situational
DTSTINCTIVENESS of the I,ANGUAGE
may be easily statedr ds in nany
regional and occupational varieties
("9. London Eng1ish, religious English);
in other cases, ds in studies of iociai
class, the varieties are more difficult
to define, involving the intersection
of several variables (eg. sex, d9€,
occupation).

catford (1965:84), guoted by Gregory (LgG7), defines a ranguage

variety as,

a subset of formal and/or substantial
features which correlates with a
particular type of socio-economic feature.

Gregory (L967) regards a Ianguage variety as

category which correlates groupings of Iinguistic
s^tuational ones.

a contextual

features with

From the above description and definitions of a language variety,
it seens that a ranguage variety is a form of ranguage or
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Iinguistic item which reiates to a particular social setting
situation.

or

The guestion

a variety and

that arises then is : what is the difference between

a dialect?

Crystal (L987 292) defines a dialect ds,

t a regionally or sociall
VARIETY of a language,
by a particular set of
GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES .

y distinctive
identified
WORDS and

He goes on to say that,

Spoken dialects are
with a distinctive
ACCENT.

usually associated
pronunciation, or

There is some overlapping though between a dialect and a variety.
A diarect may be a variety. But a variety, on the other hand, is
not necessariry a diarect. For exampre, Bhaca, Hrubi, Mpondomise,

Thembu, Ngqika, Rharhabe and Bomvana are all DfALECTS of Xhosa.

However, rural and urban Xhosa are not dialects but varieties,
although they could arso be roosery regarded as diarects.

Bright (1956) Iists various 'socially defined factors! or
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parameters for language variety or linguistic variation. These

are,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

the social

the social

the setting

the extent

identity of the

id6ntity of the

or context of

of the variation.

speaker

person spoken to

comrnunication

In the case of the first parameter one could think of sbciolects

or social dialects where speech differences are correlated with

social stratification. With regard to the second parameter, one

could think of special vocabularies, for example 'int words with

groups, especially groups of young people. One could also think

of cases where an otder person is talking to a younger one, or

where a rural person is talking to an urban one and vice versa.

In the current research, rural and urban Xhosa Serve mainly

a context of communication. The fourth parameter refers

example to differences between varieties of a single language,

aspect that is the subject of the current research.

The view that will be taken of

linguistic expression which is
setting or situation.

a language variety is that it is a

governed by a particular social

AS

for

an
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1.6.3 Rural and urban Xhosa varieties

1 The distinction between rural and urban Xhosa varieties is not

very easy to draw. That is mainly due to urigration and

urbanization. RuraI people migrate to,cities and towns mainty in
:

search of jobs. Occasionally, they go back to their rural homes.

Such migration and urbanization have profound consequences for

language use 'and language change. Boundaries between the two
i'varieties tend to be blurred

However,

and urban

for purposes of this

Xhosa will be taken

study the difference between rural

to include the following,

(a) urban Xhosa

borrow from

Xhosa.

(b)

(c) as a consequence of

subject to more rapid

seems to show a greater tendency to

English and Afrikaans than does rural

related to the above, is the fact that urban

tends to be more 'innovative' than rural
which tends to be very conselr/ative.

Xhosa

Xhosa

(b) above urban Xhosa is

change than rural Xhosa.

(d) rural Xhosa can be taken to be characteristic of

speakers who have been least exposed to western
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influences and experiences. Included here are non-

literate speakers.

(e) red-branketed Xhosa speakers can be taken to be

representative of rural Xhosa.

rn using the terms 'ruralr and 'urban' it must be pointed out

that no offence is intended to the speakers concerned. If these

terms are seen in their intended academic context they r*3.I1 have
i

served their purpose.

1.5.4 Standard and non-standard varieties

Garvin (1959:29) gives what he calls a 'tentative' definition of
a standard variety ds,

a codified form
by, and serving
a larger speech

of language, accepted
as a model to
community.

Hudson (L980) says 'standard language' is a somewhat inprecise
term which refers to some sociolinguistically accepted features
or characteristics.

Crystal (1987 2286)

or dialectr is a

points out that

term that is used

'standard language or variety

in sociolinguistics to refer
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to a prestige variety of language that is used within a speech

community and which cuts across,

regional differences, providing
a unified means of communicati6n,
and thus an institutionalized NORMwhich can be used in the mass media,in teaching the language to foreigners. . . .

A language or language variety which does not conform
'institutionalized norm' is referred to as non-standard.
hastens to add that non-standard (or even sub-standard)
intended to suggest that other forms 'rack standards'
linguistic sense. 'standardizationr wourd then refer to,

The natural development of a standard
language in a speech community (or anattempt to impose one dialect as a standard).

Johnson and sager (1980:8L) define standardization ds,

the deliberate imposition of afixed set of inteipretations on
the meaning relations operative
ovqr a systen of terms, with the
aim of facilitating effective
communication between users of the system.

to this
Crystal

is not

in any

The Newsletter

Africa (1988:6),

Programme of the Human

African Language Association of Southern

particular reference to the STANON Research

Sciences Research Council, has this to say

of the

with
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about the concept of standard Ianguage which it describes as
'vague I 

,

an acceptedr. written language which
may be varia.ble depending on the
language cor{cerned Uut wnich is by
definition represented in the wrilten
form as developed over the years and
as formalized by the 1anguage boards
concerned. . . . accepting that there is
variability and that this variability
wiII be different in the various languages.

What does one make of the foregoing
characterization of the term 'standardr and,

termr 'non-standard?t

definitions
by inplication,

and

the

Although the term is vague, imprecise and even subjective, some

deductions can be made about the term frour the definitions which

have been considered.

A standard variety is a codified form of language which is
generally accepted as THE language in written and spoken foras. A

non-standard variety is one which does not enjoy such acceptance.

Because the standard and non-standard varieties form an essential
component of the current study, consideration needs to be given

to some of the important characteristics of a ,standard variety
and by iurplication those of a non-standard.
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1.5.4. 1 Some of the characteristrcs of a standard variety

The basic assumption underlying standardization is the pronotion

of what is conceived as a rnodel variety over rival models. This

is usually done through approved terminologies. In the case of
African ranguages, Ianguage boards usuarry consider, approve and

recommend a standard variety.

The following are some of the inportant characteristics of a

L980; Ganrin and Mathiot, 1968),standard variety (cf. Hudson,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

selection and acceptance

codi fication

intel Iectuat i zation

elaboration of function

'selection' refers to the recognition by the speakers of a given

variety as THE language. This usually, but not always, engenders

some pride in the.selected variety which is then'acceptedras a

yardstick for propriety of expression and communication. fn that

respect, a standard variety enjoys some prestige.

'Codificationr is the reduction into writing of
accepted variety which is reflected in grammars,

the selected

dictionaries

and

and
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approved handbooks of terminology and orthography. Garvin and

Mathiot (1958) speak of 'flexible stability. , By this they mean

appropriate codification which is ftexible enough ,for

modif ication in accordance ryith culture change. They rnaintain

that such flexibility ought t'o allow for the systematic expansion

of the lexicon and that of stylistic and syntactic possibilities.

A standard variety also needs to contribute towards more definite

and accurate expression. Ganrin and Mathiot (1968) defer to this

as 'intellectualization. I Such 'intellectualization' may be both

lexical and grammatical. LexicaIly, one is looking at the

development of more clearly differentiated terms and at the

increase in abstract and generic terms. Grammatically, on the

other hand, one is looking at syntactic devices and at the

development of word formation techniques.

Lastly, 'elaboration of function.' Hudson (1980) uses this tern

to refer to the forural and official use of the selected and

accepted variety, for example in governnent and educational

institutions.

From the foregoing discussion of some of the characteristics of a

standard variety, it seems that neither the rural nor the urban

Xhosa varieties can lay any exclusive claim to being standard.

Rural Xhosa varieties may or nay not be standard. Sinilarly,
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urban Xhosa varieties

position that is taken

may or may not be standard. This is the

in the present thesis.

The discussion so far has merely mentioned the concept of a

speech community. For a better.appreciation of rural and urban

Xhosa varieties it is perhaps necessary to consider whether such

varieties can be delineated in terms of any corresponding speech
i

communities. But, what is a speech community?

L.6.5 A speech community

In examining the notion of a speech community consideration wiIl

be given to some of the views on the subject. Labovrs (1965)

pioneer work is perhaps a good starting point.

About New York City Labov (1956:7) says,

That New York City is a speech community,
and not a collection of speakers living
side by side, borrowing from each othersl
dialects, nay be demonstrated by many
kinds of evidence. Native New Yorkers
differ in their usage in terms of absolute
values of the variables, but the shifts
between contrasting styles follow the same
pattern in alrnost every case.

The above speech community as seen

unidirectional variation which is

by Labov correlates with some

organized along a
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continuous sociolinguistic dimension. Labov tends to concentrate
on situations such as these

Labov (L972zL2O) says 3 speech communj_ty is,

not defined by any marked agreement
in the use of language elements, so
much as by participation in a set of
shared norms.

The emphasis on shared attitudes to
linguistic behaviour is to be noted.

(L972) share the same view.

language and

Hlmes (L972)

not on shared

and HaIIiday

Gumperz (1968:381) regards a speech community dS,

any human aggregate characterized by
regular and frequent interaction by
means of a shared body of verbal signs
and set off from similar aggregates by
significant differences in-ianguage uie.

r\co things are noticeable here. Firstly, there is no guestion of
one conmunity having one language. secondly, there is emphasis on

interaction and communication.

Gumperz (L972) regards a

entity aitd a fundamental

speech community

unit of analysis.

as a sociolinguistic
His characterization
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of a speech conmunity may be represented as follows,

Speech

Spea["

itv

,Same or dif ferent anguage Shared norms and

rules for language use

fn other words, to Gumperz a speech community is a group of

speakers who share norms and rules for }anguage use but who do

not necessarily use the same language. Romaine (1982) accepts

Gumperzts characterization of a speech community. There is some

contradiction though in that characterization. Rornaine rightly

poses the question : Is it possible to share norms and rules of a

Ianguage without using the language in the same rvay? She says

that it is possible and sees no necessary contradiction in that.

She draws attention to the suggestion by Hlmes (L974) about KfNDS

of language and USES of language. A sociolinguistic theory has to

reckon with how speakers manage. relationships between KfNDS and

USES of language. Hymes maintains that the starting point in any

'' consideration of a speech community is the social group rather

than the language itself. Thereafter, consideration can be given
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to 'the entire organization of Iinguistic means within it. t

Corder (L973:53) defines a speech community ES,

Hudson (L980)

definitions of

people who REGARD
speaking,the same

gives an impressive

a speech community. The

of some of the

foIIows.

THEMSELVES as
Ianguage.

He continues to say rather dogmatically that there is no need for
any other defining attribute.

I

!

overvtew

overv].ev,

Lyons (L970:325) sees a speech community dS,

Hocketrs (l-959) definition of a speech community is,

the whole set of people vho
communicate with each other,
either directty or indirectly,
via the common language.

Hocket introduces the element of

all the people who use a
Ianguage or dialect.

given

communication. Sameness of

speakers, makes for differentlanguage, but no interaction among
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speech communities.

Bloomfield t s

communication;

Le Page

refers to
( 1e58 )

groups

(1933242) view also contains the element of
for he says a speech comrnunity is,

a group of pgople who interact
by means of speech.

does not use the term 'speech communityt but

in society with,

(a)

(b)

distinctive speech characteristics
other social features.

Hudson (19a0) accepts aII the above definitions as correct and as

showing different perceptions of the same phenomenon. He draws

attention to the following conmon features in the definitions,

(a) a group of people with some common linguistic
characteristics

(b) interaction by means of speech

(c) a given range of varieties and relevant rules

of usage

(d) given attitudes to varieties.
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Furthermore, he accepts the views of Le page as

comprehensive and aIl-embracing. Nevertheless, he

dismiss the other definitions which he regards

acceptable in their own right because,

the most

does not

as being

(a) they make generalizations about language

possible

(b) they are helpful in ,delimiting clearly the
i'set of people' the sociolinguist wants to

focus oD, the r.ray Labov did in New York City.

However, he doubts the real existence

has reservations about the helpfulness

community for the following reasons,

(a) the concept

people

must

of a speech community and

of the concept of a speech

inplies the existence of a group

to be recognized by a sociolinguist

then fit any given person in the

of

who

said grouP

(b) such a group exists insofar as the researcher

of its existenceor speaker is aware

(c) such delineation as inplied in (b) nay be

faulty
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(d) it may be better in some cases

net'*ork analysis which recognizes

relations rather than groups.

to employ

individual

He then concludes with a bombshell,

It is possible that speech communities
do not really exist in society except
as prototypes in the ninds of people,
in which case the search for the 'truel
definition of 'speech communityr is just
a wild goose chase.

While it is perhaps true that there is no'true'definition of a

speech community the concept, it seems, cannot be dismissed
entirery. There is a sense in which one can speak of a speech

community, especialry in terms of a group of people who speak the

same language or variety of a language. Hence Crystal (1987 zZB4)

appropriately describes a speech community ds,

any regionally or socially definable
human group identified by a shared
linguistic SYSTEIi.

Certainly, in the case of rural and urban Xhosa varieties there

is a sense in which one can speak of a rural and an urban speech

community. The only caution that needs to be taken, it seems to
the present reseacher, is not to refer to a speech community in
any absolute sense.
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Another aspect which is vital for this study is that which is
popularly known as borrowing. This aspect is vital because some,

if not most, of the differences between rural and urban Xhosa are
to be found in that area.

L.5.6 Borrowing

'Borrowingtis a term that is used in comparative and historical
linguistics. rn the words of crystal (1987t3G) the ter::n refers to,

linguistic FORHS being taken over by
one language or DIALECT from another.

He then goes on to point out that such borrowings are usually
referred to as 'loan words. t

To'borrowr implies to possess an item MOMENTARILY. The item must

then normarly be returned to the render. The same is true of
'1oan. t Given these considerations it is apparent that
'borrowingt or'loant words do not appry to ranguage in the sense

in which these terms are popularly used.

Another term that is commonly used is 'adoptives. I To adopt is,
according to The concise oxford Dictionarv (Lggz: L3) , to,
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take (person) into a relationship
he did not previously occupy,
especially as onets child; take
(idea etc) from someone else.

'Adoptivest does not have the component of being temporary or
nomentary that 'borrowing t has. There is in the term sone

permanent taking over, acceptance and incorporation. The term

seems to be preferabre to the other two, namery'borrowingr or
'Ioan. I

Jean Aitchison (1981) prefers the term

sonething to be said for this view too;
something look like another.

'Borrowing, I also known as lexical

'copying.' There is
for it means to make

isborrowing, is a term which

come to be accepted. It is apopularly used and whose usage has

tem which will also be used in the current research.

Linguistic diversity, the subject of the present thesis, derives
PARTLY from (and therefore not exclusively from) cultural
diversity. That being the case, a consideration of 'culturet is
necessary.

L.6.7 Culture

Ever since Edward B. Tylor (1971:1), the generally acknowledged
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founder of professional anthroporogy in the Engrish speaking
world, defined culture ds,

that complex whole which includes
knowledge, art, morals, Iaw, customand other capabilities and habits
acguired by man as a member of society

numerous definitions and characterizations
proposed, and their number continues Fo grow

i

of culture have been

steadily.

The concept of culture is controversial and there does not seem

to be any consensus about what curture is or is not. Broadly
speakJ-ng, there seem to be two divergent schools of thought. on

the one hand, there is the school of thought which considers
culture as an inventory of items. on the other hand, there is the
school of thought which defines culture in terms of ideas. Tylor
(1871) represents the first school of thought.

The main problem in thinking about curture in terms of an

inventory is that such an inventory has to be very extensive in
its coverage. The inventory that is given by Tyror is not so

.extensive and is not very specific. For exanpre, economics,
religion and even education do not seem to be covered by the
inventory. It is not clear also what the 'other capabilities and

habits acquired by manr actually refers to.
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A definition such as Tylor's
difficult it is to know what t.o

under culture. Perhaps Keesing

remarks that there is a need,

to
ir

has the merit of shcwing how

include and what not to include

(L974:.73) is correct when he

narrow the concept...so that
includes less and reveals more.

There have been variations and modifications of Tylor's views.

Anthropologists of his persuasion, fcr example Boas, wissrer,
Benedict and Read (gtroted by Norbeck, Lg76) naintain that culture
is a guality or an attribute of human social behaviour and, in
general terms, embraces artifacts and the non-material, for
example customs and ideals.

The other school of

Redfield and Osgood,

as Norbeckfs (L975:6)

represented among others by Marett,

culture primarily in terms of ideas,

of their views shows,

thought,

defines

sunmary

All things are part of the human
knowledge of then and of the rnind
which knows thern.

To advocates of this view, culture is an abstraction,

and a configuration of behavioral

abstracted from the observation

rules exist in the ninds of the

norns and rules which

of behaviour. These

a pattern

have been

norms and

bearers of culture who transmit
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them Eo succeeding generations. It is not
'abstraction' rea]Iy means in this context.

clear though what

culture does consist of ideas, whether or not such ideas find
expression in ,actuar behaviour. But to uraintain that curture
embraces ideas primarily is perhaps to hold a one-sided view of
culture.

Definitions of culture have undergonei some

century. Norbeck

evolution since the
beginning

glirupse of

of the twentieth (1976) gives us a

some of that revolution.

From about L92o to l-950 culture was regarded as some form of
rearned behaviour which was socially transnitted and aLso as the
concrete product of such behaviour. From the niddre of the
twentieth century this idea of culture hras extended and
incorporated the idea that, like other phenonena in our universe,
culture has order or pattern. The recent trend has been to view
this order or pattern as composing a systeu. This systern or unit
is conposed of interrelated parts which are nutually influencing.

Ember and Ember (1995) say that culture refers
of life of any society and not simply to those
society regards as higher or more desirable.

to the total
aspects which

way

the
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with partrcurar reference to African curture, Asante

(L985:4) define culture in tne following terms,

and Asante

the sum total of
behaviour, ideas

African philosophy,
and artifacts,

They continue tc say that culture is,

the
of
and

total organization anci arrangemenc
African people's thinking, feeling
acting. (1985:11)

From the foregoing discussion, it can be said that culture refers
to innumerabre aspects of rife, for exampre the social, the
religious, the poriticar, the economic, the regal and the
aesthetic. rn this study, y?ference to culture is to an

integrated unit which has various interdependent parts. Such an

integrated unit or whole can be analyzed into certain components

which are interrelated. The said components faII into three
categories, namely ideas, activities and artifacts. Ideas refer,
among other things, to thoughts, beliefs and rures which govern

the behaviour of individuals. Activities refer to what people do

as opposed to what they berieve. Artifacts refer, among other
th.'.ngs, to the man-made products of ideas and activities.

The view that curture refers to the TorAL way of rife of a

particular group of people, and that it embraces both the
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materiar and the non-materiar seems to be more tenabre.

L. 5. I Language planning

Fishman (L972:55) , following Jernudd and

language planning is ,

Das Gupta (L97L) , says

Haugen ( t-966) describes Ianguage planning simply
evaluation of linguistic change. At the heart of
planning, he says, is the exercise of judgment in the
options among available linguistic forms.

Tauli (L977 252) defines language planning as,

t
t
a

he organized pursuit of solutionso language problems, typically atnational 1eveI. !

The rnethodical activity of regulatingand irnproving existing- languages orcreating new common regionif, nationalor international languiges.

DELIBERATE language change. . . .changesin the systens of a langrlage code 5rspeaking or both that aie ftanned byorganizations established ior such -
purposes or given a nandate to fulfilsuch purposes.

as the

1 anguage

form of

Rubin (1983:4) sees language planning ds,
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overalr then, language pranning is a probrem-solving exercise. As
Rubin and Jernudd (197r) point out, language pranning is
characterized by the formulation and evaluation of arternatives
for sorving ranguage probrems in order to find the best or
optinal or most efficient decision or modus operandi.

1,. 5.9 The research design

The present thesis is divided into five chapters. chapter 1

examines historical and theoretical issues so as to highlight
some of the predominant issues that are exprored in the research.
The chapter is introductory, discusses and defines some of the
core concepts. chapter 2 investigates phonological and syntactic
differences between rurar and urban Xhosa. rn chapter 3 Lexical
differences are examined. The imprications of the study for
Ianguage planning and language teaching form the basis of Chapter
4. chapter 5 concludes the study with some findings, suggestions
for possible future research and some recommendations, with
particurar reference to langruage pranning and language teaching.
Then there is also an appendix which presents samples of rural
and urban Xhosa varieties.

The study is descriptive and seeks to describe the differences
between rurar and urban Xhosa varieties in terms of standard and

non-standard varieties .
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1.6.9. 1 Data or infornation sources and methods

Data or informatj-on sources for the research are both documentary
and physicar. Data comes from newspapers, magazines, the radio,

;

terevisi6n and from randomly interacting with Xhosa speakers and

Iistening to some of their conversation. The analysis of the data
is made in terms of the objective of the research.

The data is tested against, and 'compar"d with, xhosa as spoken by
native speakers who live in rural and urban communities. The

credibitity and rerevance of the mass rnedia lie in the fact that
they can throw some light on some of the trends which nay be of
some relevance to the research. some of these trends include the
various strategies Xhosa invokes in order to cope with new or
alien experiences. Such strategies include coinages, neologisns
and semantic shifts. rn other words, the whole question of
linguistic innovation and some of its mechanics.

The exercise of choosing representative samples from the data
from the mass rnedia and from the researcherrs random interaction
with Xhosa speakers can be a scientifically unreliable one, apart
from being subjective. one's intuition, oners experience, 11ay be

faulty and inadeguate. That inadeguacy nay have an adverse effect
on the research and its findings.
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one faccor which wirr, to some extent, probabry offset this
inadeguacy is the researcher's fairly extensive experience with
rural and urban xhosa communities. The researcher was not onry
born in a rurar community in Transkei, but arso spent some twenty
years that community. The researcher has arso spent at least
seventeen years to date in an urban environment both inside and
outside Transkei. He has arso had the opportunity of teaching and
exanining Xhosa at secondary school and at tertiary rever.

rn order to enhance the varidity and the reriabirity of the
present study, a representative sampre of recorded conversation
by subjects from rural and urban Xhosa communities is inctuded in
an appendix' while the researcher is one of the participants in
some of the conversation, the language that he uses is that of
the other participants. The reason for including a representative
sampre is also to Prove that the description of rurar and urban
Xhosa in chapters 2 and 3 is representative of the actual
language situation.

rn order to minimize any sampling error and in order to obtain an
unbiased sample, the sampre referred to above will be taken
randomly from the sampling frame. The sanpling frame itself wil1
be serected on the basis of its appropriateness with regard to
the 'universer or 'population' the researcher is interested in.
As siuron (1969) points out, the secret of success in choosing a
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samplirrg frame is tc fit the sampling frame to the intenoed
purpose.

rn the case of the current research the sampling frame for rural
Xhosa are those speakers who have been, and sti11 are, reas!
exposed to western influences and experiences. Red-blanketed
xhosa speakers seem to be representative of that group. The

randomness of a sampre is important. rn the words of simon
(1969:1-38) , \

OnIy a random sampling process can
guarantee you that the sample
APPROACHES a fair picture of some
characteristic of the universe.

How that is

connection,

achieved depends on the size
Sommer and Sommer (1986 247O)

of the sample.

give some sound

In this

advice,

A more rational rnethod of choosing
the size of the sample is by
balancing the dimunition of error
expected with a 1arger sample, and
its value, agaj.nst the cost of
increasing the sample size.

However, it is
having a sample

not only a question of cost but also that of
that is not unwieldy.

The choice of a representative sample

Go1den, L979 i Sommer and Sommer, Lgg6).

is not easy (Simon,1-969i

ft seems that no sample
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can ever represent the targeted 'populationr or -universer
perfectry. This observation applies eguarry to the sampre for the
current research- As wilr be pointed out in the actuar study
itself, a very clear dividing line between rural and urban Xhosa
is not y"., easy to draw. Boundaries tend to be brurred, r..yr'
largely because of rnigration and urbanizati_on.

rt is, nevertheless, envisaged that the incrusion of a

representative sample of tape recorded conversation from rural
and urban environments, after the description of rurar and urban
xhosa which is based on the researcherrs intuitive grasp of
Xhosa, will enhance the varidity, credibirity, reliabirity and
rerevance of the data for the research. rt is to be noted also
that representativeness is rerated to other settings or to some

broader' universer or - population.,

Golden (1979) makes the point that findings which can
generarized to other settings have the inportant element
externar validity. one of the standpoints that is taken in
current research is that some of its findings are applicable
Ianguage planning and language teaching.

be

of

the

to

rndeed, the potentiar varue of the anticipated findings of the
research lies in their possibre apprication in the areas of
Ianguage planning and language teaching. The presence of Xhosa
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speakers

tend to

accepted

realities
-"'dev]-s].ng

:

in urban areas is a reality. That

speak a Ianguage that is different
one is also a reality. AII these

rn some cases they

f rorn the normally

some of the

planning, in

are

which have to be reckoned. with in syllabus
terminology and in examinations.

Some of

of data

example

correction
sample from

has its own

the pitfalls of
from the nass

subj ectivity

intuition as applicable

media have already been
;

consequent Iow

to the collection
pointed out, for

reliability. The

a representative

and
i

of this inadequacy by including
a real life situation has already been

problems.

mentioned, but

One of the problems that can be anticipated is the credibility of
the researcher in the eyes of the subjects. Mistrust and

suspicion can be expected to occur, especialry when one is
carrying a gadget such as a tape recorder. one of the ways of
obviating this problem is for the researcher to Iegitimize
hinserf. He has to present his credentials fulry: who he is,
where he comes from and what it is that he is trying to do. This

has been done in the present research. The use of an internrediary
who is known to the subjects can also help in allaying suspicion.

Hence the use of an internediary in some of the recorded
conversation in this study.
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Another problem is the genuineness of the responses. The presence

of a stranger, and the awareness by the qubjects that they are
being recorded, can have an adverse effect on the genuineness of
their responses and on the anticipated results of the current
stl'rdy. Perhaps the greatest Iimitation is that the anticipated
results' will be subject to whatever bias there is in the data.

rn some cases the size of the sample has been increased in order
to facilitate the making of more valid generalizations and so

partly enhance the scientific nature of the study.
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CHAPTER 2

Phonological and syntactic aspects.

2.L Introduction

Kashoki (t972:L61) has this to sdy,

Although we generally say that such and such
1 people speak,such and iuch a language, this
9."": lot imply \tnat a1l_ the memberi sfieakingtlr"! Ianguage speak it without any diiferencewhatsoever in the vrords they use (vocabulary),in the way they pronounce inaiviauaf woras(phonology), 11 the way they carry melodyoygr phrases (intonation) oi in the mannLr inwhich they construct their sentences (syntax).

what Kashoki says will be the main thrust of the present chapter.
The focus will be on two of the aspects mentioned by Kashoki,
namery phonology and syntax. A wider view of phonology than that
which Kashoki takes wilI be taken. while phonology could be taken
to include the pronounciation of individual words, a generarly
accepted view is crystal's (19g7).He defines phonorogy as a

branch of Iinguistics vrhich is concerned with the sound system of
a language.

The first part of the

aspects of phonology,

syntax. The various

chapter wiII deal with selected

second with selected aspects of
aspects are selected on the basis of the

present

and the
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possibility of their being best suited
that is envisaged. The main objective
to investigate the differences in the
rural and urban Xhosa in terms of i

varieties.

for the kind of comparison

of the present chapter is
selected aspects between

standard and non-standard

rt is therefore essential to start r.rith a consideration of
speech sounds. rn the treatment of phonorogy other aspects
wiIl receive attention are the following,

Xhosa

which

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

borrowed or foreign consonant conbinations
stress

phonemic shifts
factors which determine the terminal vowel_

of a borrowed word

the phonetic realization of the sound /r/
and the syllable structure of Xhosa

diphthongs.

2.2 The speech sounds of Xhosa

The speech sounds of xhosa are divided into vowers and
consonants, including clicks.
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2 .2 .1 Vowels

Xhosa has five vowel phonemes and seven vowel phones. The five
vower phonemes are /a e i o u / as in the forlowing words,

phala (move fast, scrape)

phela (get finished)
phila (get welI, be alive)
phola i(get co1d, be cool)

phula (break)

Two of the above phonemes are represented by two allophones each,
as in the following examples,

f €llf .i (yes)

Iezulwini] (in heaven)

Iz:Ia] (be guiet)

Izolule] (stretch yourself)

2.2.2 Consonants

rn this section the forrowing wilr be considered,

(a) 'permittedt consonant sequences in Xhosa
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(b)

(c)

(a) the 'N I

(b) the'Cr

except

(c) the 'W I

group,

group

those

the reai ization of the consonant ,/ri
the syllabic struc+-ure of Xhosa.

2.2-2.L 'Permitted' consonant sequences in Xhosa

rn considering consonant sequences in Xhosa reference wilI be

nade to Lanham (1960), Davey (tg75), ziervogel (Lg67) et ar.
Lanham speaks of 'permitted' consonant sequences in Xhosa. such
consonant sequences are those which are characteristic of
standard Xhosa.

Lanham recognizes three groups of Xhosa consonants. These are,

namely Im], ID], tIl
which includes aII the

of the 'Nr group and the

consonant /w/

consonants,
'Wr group

occurs.group where the

The above three groups give rise to the following four consonant
clusters or consonant sequences. The following examples of the
words in which these consonant crusters occur are the
researcherrs and not Lanhamrs.

(i) Nc, for example,

/nty/ as in /intyatyambo/ (flower)
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/ mpi

/ nt/

/nk/
/nts/
/nl/

/ntsh/
/ nz/

as in /impahIaT'(clothing)
as in /inEo/ (thing)

as in /inkunkuma/ (dirt, rubbish)

for example /Lntsomt/ (folktale)
for example / inla/ (dog) 

:

for example /en|ushona/ (West)

as in /:-nzal-a/ (offspring)

The above group aoLs not include /nd/ of indaro, for example.

This is probably accounted for by the fact that r,anham has the
sound /ndz/ which no ronger occurs in the practicar orthography
in Xhosa.

(ii) Nw,

( iii) cw,

for example /umnwe/ (finger)

as in the following examples,

/ty,,t/ . . . . /utytal-a/ (Iiguor)

/kv/ ./eKwindla/ (in March)

/Xhw/ /umthwalo/ (Ioad, burden)

/ty}:w/ . . . ./tyhwatyhwa/ (trenble r.rith
fear)

/Wtut/ . . . /lchvaza/ (shout)

/dut/ . . . . /dwekesha/ (speak randomly)

/W/ . . / igwaLa/ (coward)

/zw/ . . . . / :-J-Lz',tt/ (voice)
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Lanham also inclucies che sound /dVrrt/ in this group. This sound,,

however,does not seem to occur without an immediately preceding

nasal, ers tn / indywala/ (plentiful Iiguor).

(iv) Ncw, as in the following examples,

/n1cv/ / intvraLa/ ( Iouse )

The sound Indzw] which Lanham

nz\t in current orthography, for

includes in this group occurs as

example /ilnzvtane/ (toes) .

The above consonant

word-medially as is

clusters can

evident from

occur either word-initially or

the examples given.

Although Lanham (L9G0:1-83) says,

Except for particular non-permitted
sequences. . . .patterns of consonant
clustering are exhausted in Nc, N\J,
Cw, NCe,

that is doubtful. For example, clicks and their conbinations are

not included in his classification. An adapted classification of
'permittedt Xhosa consonants and Xhosa consonant clusters taken
from Davey (l.975), ziervoger (19G7) et aI. is perhaps more rucid.
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It is as foliows,

(a) Iabials

/p, ph, b, bh, m, nh/

(b) dentilabials

/f , v/

I

i

(c) alveolars :

/E,1ct:rdrs, z,h.J-rdlrnrnhrr, lrtsrtsh,EL/

(d) prepalatals

/s}:, Dy, Dyh, tsh, )/

(e) palatals

/Ey, tyh, dy/

(f) velars

/k, kh, 9, rh, gt, kr/

(g) glottals

/h, frt
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(h) clicks

dental

palatal

Iateral

DC, 9C,

D9, 99,

DXr 9X,

D9C,

ngg,

D9X,

nkc/

nkq/

nkx/

/c,
/q,
/x,

ch,

th,
Xh,

(i) semi-vowels

/w, y/

(j ) nasals :

/m, rJ, x/

The above consonants and their combinations constitute what is
generally regarded as the standard sounds of xhosa. There are
other consonant combinations or crusters which have found their
way into the sound structure of Xhosa, mainly as a

contact between Xhosa curture and western curture.
clusters wiII now be considered.

2.2-3.L Foreign or borrowed consonant combinations

Foreign consonant combinations or clusters include the following,

result of the

Some of those

tr.. itreni
treyina

( train)
(to train)
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imatriki (matric)

pr.. iprezidanti (president)
i iprofesa (professor)

umprofeti (prophet)

dr idrayi (curve)

ukudribula (to dribble)
idrayiva (driver)

kr.. ikriva (wheelbarrow)

iKrismesi (Christrnas)

sk.. iskali (scale)

iskithi (pound)

iskoro (score)

bhl ibhlawuzi (blouse)

ibhlukhwe (pair of trousers)
ibhlanti (brandy)

bhr. ibhranti (brandy)

ibhrorho (bridge)

ibhrayi (braai)

pI. . iplastiki (plastic)
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iplani (pIan)

ipleyiti (pIate)

fr......ifriji
fraisha

frisha

(fridge) ;

(fry) i

( ask for girl's hand in marriage)

gr

ns......ikonsathi
ikhansile

ibhalansi

igrama (grarnmar)

igrabile (gravel)

igrosari (groceries)

(concert)

(council )

(balance)

nsh.....i-inshorensi
ikonvenshoni

( insurance)

(convention)

nv. . . . . . ikonvenshoni (convention)

ukunvijileyitha (to invigilate)

kI......ikliniki (clinic)
iklabhu (cIub)

iklakhi (cIerk)
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sI......ukuslima (to slim)

. isleksuti (slacksuit)

ks iteksi (taxi)

isleksuti (slacksuit)

ktr. . . . . ifektri (factory)

rn the context of prre present study the guestion that arises is
whether these consonant crusters, foreign though they are, are
characteristic of- rurar or of urban Xhosa or both. A related
guestion is whether they form part of standard or non-standard
Xhosa.

The answer to
such as those

urban than of

these questions is not very clear-cut. Examples

under the sound /tr/ are characteristic more of
rurar Xhosa. perhaps the expranation for that is

not far to find. The examples arl refer to western concepts which
are arien to Xhosa curture. rn the rurar areas one does find
/itreni/ or /itlenL/ being used, although /uloLLve/ is the xhosa
and standard ter::n. on the other hand , /treyLna/ seems to be urban
Xhosa although riterate xhosa speakers, especiarry school- going
ones in rural areas, also use the tera.

with exampres such as those given under /pr/, the Xhosa and
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standard term for 'professor' is 'injingarwazi'. Admittedry, the

concept is rather technical. But some illiterate Xhosa speakers

seem to be increasingly associating it with omniscience and

prestige. The xhosa word for 'presidentr is 'u.mongamerit.

'Umongamelit is quite conmon both with rural andlurban Xhosa
:

'speakers. The borrowed words 'iprofesat and 'iprezidantit are

more urban than rural. Both are acceptable in standard Xhosa and

are fairly common in the mass media. 'Umprofetir is not
problematic and is characteristic of rural and urban Xhosa. The

word has been part of the Xhosa lexicon since the advent of
Christianity among Xhosa speakers.

what about /dr/? The originar xhosa word for ' idrayi' (currre) is
'ijikojiko. ' of the fifty subjects against whom this word was

tested none of the rural red-blanketed Xhosa speakers referred to
'idrayir as 'ijikojiko,. while two out of the fifty subjects

interrriewed referred to 'gravelr as 'amatyer (stones), the rest
called 'gravelt 'igrabilet. This seems to suggest that 'idrayit

and 'igrabile' have also found a place in the lexicon of rural

Xhosa speakers. Consequently, the sounds /dr/ and /gr/ can be

taken to be part of the phonological system of rural Xhosa

speakers as well. In fact, there are some places in some rural
places which are called 'edrayini' (at the curve)

The sound /kr/ in the exanples such as those given above, has
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found a permanent prace in Xhosa vocabulary both with rural and
urban Xhosa speakers. The same applies to /bn]r/ and /bhr/ in the
examples given. simirarly, the sounds /pL,' si, fr/ are found in
rural and urban'xho=.. rndeed, the same is true of the remaining
sounds in the examples given under 2.2.3.1, namely /gr, DS,

nshrnv, kI, sI, ks, ktr/

what conbrusions can be drawn from the above exampres of
consonant combinations?

i

foreign

Firstly, from the data which has been corrected and which
involved fifty subjects from an urban area and fifty from a rurar
one, it seems that arl the foreign consonant crusters
characterize both rural and urban xhosa. The only qualification
that needs to be added is that these consonant crusters
characterize rurar and urban xhosa in varying degrees. The
variation depends on the extent of the exposure to western
culturar influences. rn that respect, urban Xhosa speakers seem

to be more exposed to such infruences than rural ones.

secondry, and frowing from what has just been said, the data
seems to show that urban Xhosa speakers have a tendency to use
borrowed words more than rurar speakers do. This seems to apply
even to cases where there are xhosa nords as in - igrosarlr
(groceries) f or xhosa 'ukutya' ( f ood) , 'ukuslirna, (to slin)
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for'ukuncipha' (to become smalr), 'iprofesa' (professor) for
Xhosa 'injingalwazi' and 'iprezidanti I for 'umongameli' . Such

borrowed words go with borrowed or foreign consonant conbinat,ions.

A corollary to this is that where there are original.xhosa words
:rural Xhosa speakers tend to use them more frequently than urban

speakers.

2.3 Stress

rn standard xhosa stress falls on the penultimate syllable as in,

isiphi'wo (gift)
su I la (wipe)

isiphithiphi'thi (confusion)

The above observation appries in generar. For example,
denonstratives of the first and second positions which are
monosyrrabic have stress as in the folrowins, exampres,

Ior mfundisi (this priest)
loor mfundisi (that priest)

on the occurrence of stress, Lanham (1960:16r.) says,
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Differences in relative loudness or
prominence between syllables are
heard in all forms of Nguni. Anability to separate satisfactorily
differences in intensity fromdifferences in pitch and guantity
by ear alone, is a matter of some
conj ecture.

He goes on to say that stronger
' prominence'r in Nguni.' prominencel

and sometimes pitch. '

i

an ingredient of

feature of length

stress is
includes a

rn both rural and urban Xhosa stress, where appricable, falrs
the penultimate syrrabre. consider the forrowing exanples,

on

udrayi rva (driver)
unqhutbi (driver)

ukugreyirtha ( to grate)

Stress is in fact an aspect of suprasegmental phonology. Hundleby

(1963:41) makes the correct obsenration that in the linguistic
structure of Xhosa stress is of no basic significance although

strong stress 'as an expressive feature is importantr.

2.', Phonemic shifts

Borrowed sounds and borrowed words in vhich they occur are
subject to phonemic adjustments when adapted in Xhosa, for example,
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Divisional comnissioner iDivishinari Konishina

theatre ithiyetha
Catholic.. unKatolika

An explanation

sounds l3j and

words they are

ones. Hence rrr

of the shifts is this : Xhosa dods not have the
!

tel. When these sounds have to be used in borrowed

brought as closely as possible to existing Xhosa

, Ith] and ttl respectively.

The principle which operates in such cases

what has become known as the Lado

1963).According to Lado (1957:2),

seems to

Premiss

approximate

( Hundleby,

. . . . individuals tend to transfer the forms. .. .
and the distribution of forms..of their native
language. . .to the foreign 1anguage. . .

Literate xhosa speakers do not experience any difficulty in
pronouncing the English sounds given in the above examples. It is
perhaps true also that urban Xhosa speakers would not readily
substitute these Engtish sounds with their Xhosa equivalents in
actuar speech. The same cannot, however, be said of rurar,xhosa
speakers, especially illiterate ones.
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2.5 Factors determining the final vowel of a borrowed word

What Nkabinde(1958) says about the factors vhich govern the final
or terminative vowel of a borrowed word in ZuIu applies to a very

large extent to Xhosa as well. He says the vowel which is
suffixed to a borrowed noun which ends in a consonantal phoneme

is mainly determined by the final consonantal phonene itself.

''

Certain consdnantal phonemes take particular final vowel phonenes.

In this particular section consideration will be given to some of

these consonantal phonemes and their corresponding tetminative

vowel phonemes.

If the final sy1lable of a borrowed noun ends with /f/, /v/ or

/p/ the final vowel of the noun in Xhosa is /u/ as in,

staff istafu
glove . .. iglavu

drip ....idriphu

It is to be noted, however, that ver.bs assume the notmal sy1lable

structure and end with terminative /a/ that is, only in the

moods, tenses and aspects in vhich this is a terminating

morpheme as in the following examples,

dive dayiva
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skip ...skipha
read ...rida

rf the finar syrrabre of a borrowed noun ends wit]. /s/ or /z/,
the terminative vower- ts /t/ as in the forrowing exampres,

bus. ....ibhasi
plaas(Afr)...iplasi ( a farm)

fees ....ifizi

rn the case where the final syllabre of a borrowed noun ends in
/sh, tsh, )/ the finar vower of the noun in Xhosa is /L/,

dish idishi
switch ...isnj_tshi
badge ....ibheji

Where the final syllable of a borrowed

final vowel of the noun in Xhosa is / t/ .

noun ends with /n/, the

For example,

mine imayini

Britain . . ighritani
van (Afr) ifani (surname)

rt seems that arveorars and arveopalatars are followed by /i/.
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Tf the f inal syl lable ends w ith /m,/ , the

syl labic or is f ol lowed by / d,1 , / L/ or /u/ ,

examples,

/n/ either becomes

as in the following

perm (hairstyle) iphem

farm ...ifam or ifama

dam. ... idam, idami or idama

skelm (Af r) isikelemu (a, crook)

i

In the case of the last syllable ending with /np/ the terminative
vowel is /u/,

stamp istampu

camp . ikampu or inkampu

But compare /sEump/

an exception.

istonpi and not istompu. This is

Where the

determined

vowel,

final syIlabIe ends

by the pronunciation

ln

of

/ng/ the final

the immediately

vowel is
preceding

gang ... igenge

gang (Afrikaans). irhanga (a passage)

strong .strongo
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As with zulu (Nkabinde,1968) so with Xhosa, the terminative vowel
of a noun is arso determined by vower assimilation. The
terminative vowel assimirates all the features of the adapted or
Xhosaized vower which precedes the terminative consonant of the
original noun. Consider the following exampf"=,

iswiti
istuphu

irisiti

f rorn

from

from

sweet

stoep (Af r)

receipt

But compare /isEul-o/ from Afrikaans /sEoel-/. If what has just
one would expect /istulu/.been said held in every case

From the above, it seems that the conclusion is inescapabre that
the vowel which is suffixed to a borrowed noun which ends in a
consonantal phoneme is largely determined by that consonantal
phoneme' Furthermore, some consonantal phonemes take particular
final vowel phonemes. This phenomenon is not characteristic of
urban Xhosa onry. rt appries egually to rural Xhosa when borrowed
words are used.

2'6 The realization of the sound, /r/ and the syllable structure

The sound /r/ is an

original component of

importedr or borrowed sound and is not an

Xhosa phonology. Lanham (1960:61) calls it
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a trill and goes on to Sdy,

He adds,

(it) appears in acguisitions from English
and Afrikaans in the speech of those who
have fairly close contact with these languages.

In areas where there is least contactwith Europeans,however, /L/ is usually
substituted for /r,1 .

The borrowed words with /r/ which appear in the following table
were tested against some fifty urban, and some fifty rural Xhosa

speakers. These respondents were chosen randomly. Apart from

being borrowed and apart from containing the sound /r/, the words

in the table were chosen on the basis of their denoting objects
which are fairly familiar in both rural and urban environments.

columns A, B, c and D indicate the different patterns of
pronunciation which emerged.

A B Dc

Cigarette

Rice

Train

PetroI

isigareth

irayis
itren
ipetrol

isigarethi
irayisi
itreni
ipetrol i

isigaleth
i I ayis

itlen
ipetlol
ipetilol

isigalethi
ilayisi
itleni/itileni
ipetloli/
ipetiloli
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Rand

Paraffin

ReceiPt

Rank (bus)

Spirits
(meth)

Christmas

irant

ipara fin

irisit

irenk

ispirith

i rant i
ipara f in i
iris it i
irenki
ispirithi

i Iant

ipa Ia f in

iI is it

ilenk

isp i I ith

iKlisures
iKiI isimes

ilanti

ipa Ia f ini

iI is iti

ilenki

ispil ithi

iKI ismes i
iKilisimesi

iKrismes iKrismesi

What does one make of these variations in pronunciation?

With regard to the present study, the question to consider is

whether there is any correlation between the kind of variation

indicated in columns A, B, c and D and social stratification. In

other words, can the difference in pronunciation as indicated in

columns A-D be ascribed to any sociological variable, for example

social background or the rural:urban dichotomy? Or, to refer to

Labov (1965), is there any sociolinguistic patterning here?

The answer is in the affirmative as we shall try to show. Columns

A and C show words with a devoiced final vowel. This is a

phonological feature of spoken Xhosa. Hundleby (1963:46) confirms

this, even if indirectly when he says,

In conversational as oPPosed to
delibe'rate speech, f inal syllables
are frequently partially or totally
devoiced in utterances or phonologic phrases.
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rn corumn A we have a case of what is probably a prestigious

pronounciation. rn other words, the words in that column are

pronounced in a manner that approximates their English
eguivalents. This seems to be a characteristic feature of urban

Xhosa. in the research that was conducted on the pronunciation of
the Engrish words given in the Tabre above, the vast najority of
the respondents (about 90t) who lived in town pronounced the

English words as in corumns A and B. A very, smarl percentage

(about 28*) of those who lived in rural areas pronounced the

Engrish words as in corumns A and B. That snarr percentage

consisted mainly of literate Xhosa speakers.

Words in columns c and D were pronounced as given in the Table by

most of the respondents in rural areas. One notable feature of
words in columns C and D is the use of the alveolar approximant

/l/ in place of the sound /r/. The last two observations seem to
accord well with Lanham's (1960) observation that the sound /r/
is more common with speakers who have been exposed to Western

cultural influences more than with those who have not been. The

latter, usually substitute /L/ for /r/.

Another obsenration that needs to be made is tl.aE /r/ is murnured
I

if it is stem-initial. Compare the following,

irent (rent) versus ipetroli
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irant i

iris iti

(Rand) versus iKrismesi

(receipt) versus ispirithi

In the first three examples

initial,whereas in the other
/r/ is murmured because it is stem-

examples it is not.

the forlowing words, however, /r/ is stirr murmured arthough

is not stem-initial,

ighritani (Britain)

ibhreki (brakes)

ibhranti (brandy)

fn

it

The explanation for this is probably that
exerts its influence on the succeeding /r/.

the murmured /bh/

There is also the question of the syllable structure of the r.rords

in the Table. The syllab1e structure of Xhosa is CV (consonant

plus vowel), V (vowel), CCV,CCCV or syllabic /n/. As a rule no

Xhosa word ends with a consonant unless the consonant is
syllabic, as with syllabic /n/. But the syllab1e structure which

has just been mentioned is violated by words in columns A and C.

In the case of the words in column A such violation is probably

accounted for by the fact that words in that column accord, as ue

have suggested, with prestigious pronunciation
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Some comments about how s'r,Il_abic im/ arises. According to Lanham

(L960:55) ,

Either historically or in a synchronic
process of alternation, syllabic /m/has an origin in the syllables /mu/ or
/ni/, more frequently the former than
the latter.

He goes on to sdy,

I

The tendency to
to syllabic /mrz

reduce /mu/ and
is strongest in

/ni/
Xh(osa).

Examples of syllabic /m/ include the following,

nam (and I) cf. ZuIu nami

umkam (my wife) cf. ZuIu umkami

umlam (brother-in-1aw) cf. ZuIu umlamu

What about words in columns c and D? Is there any correlation
between that syllable structure and the speakerts social
background? It seems that syllabification does correlate with a

speakerts social background. Rural Xhosa speakers show a greater
tendency towards observing the standard Xhosa syl}able structure
than do urban Xhosa speakers. rt must be noted, however, that
this remark is meant to rerate to the present context onry.
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2.7 Diphthongs

Xhosa does not not have diphthongs. Let us Iook at the following

diphthongs and their rendering in Xhosa,

s:-gn . . sayina

title . itayitile

blouse ibhlawuzi

join . . joyina

train . itreni

A1I the above are bcrrowed words. Diphthongs which occur in
borrowed words cease to exist as diphthongs when adapted into
Xhos.a. What happens instead is that they are normally replaced by

two sylIabIes which are then separated by /y/ or /ut/. That

applies egually to rural and urban Xhosa varieties.

But there are exceptions, for example where a pure vowel replaces

a diphthong, ds in the following examples:

ij ele

itreni
istovu

isefu

from

from

from

from

j air
train

stove

safe (a noun)
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Consideration will now be given to syntax, the seccnd part of the

present chaPter

2.8 SYntax

An in-depth consideration of syntax is

present study. Conseguently, this section

syntax, the study of sentence structure,
iattention will be given to the structure of

general in the context of rural and urban

not relevant to the

rll

wiII only

general.

deal with

Particular

the Xhosa sentence in

Xhosa varieties. But

before that is done, consideration needs to

sentence is.

be given to what a

What then is a sentence?

Brown and MiIler (1980) refer to Lyons's (19682L73) definition,

A grammatical unit betr*een the constituent
parts of which distributional Iimitations
and dependencies can be established, but
which can itself be put into no distribution
cIass.

Lyons regards a sentence as the naximum unit of gramrnatical

analysis. Brown and l.liller (1980) point out that the irnplication

of the definition Lyons gives is that a sentence has some unity

for example,
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)

grammaticai completeness

context independence

some measure of semantic independence

Brown and Miller (1980:156) then define a sentence as,

an abstract unit, established
in order to account for distributionalregularities of its contituents.

Crystal (L987.277 ) considers a sentence to be,

The largest STRUCTURAL UNIT
in termrs of which the cRi\MMi\R
of a IANGUAGE is organized.

crystar goes on to point out some of the problens that are
inherent in the linguistic discussion of the sentence. He

mentions three such problems, namery identification,
classification and generation.

The identification of a sentence, he says, is 'rerativery
straightforwardt in written language but not so in speech where

it is sometimes not so easy to draw boundary rines. The

multidirectional classification of sentence structure, for
example iuunediate constituent analysis or hierarchical analyses,
poses its own problems. He continues,
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In GENERATIVE grammar, Iikewise, there
are several models of analysis for
sentence structure,with competing views
as to the direction in which a sentence
DERfVATION should proceed.

We shall not go into the problems of defining and describing 'a

sentence. Instead, w€ shall consider some aspects of the word

order of a Xhosa sentence and see whether there is any difference
in that respect between rural and urban Xhosa and between

standard and non-staridard varieties of Xhosa.

2.8.1 The structure of a Xhosa sentence

Generally speaking, the structure of a

word order is not very different from

language. The characteristics of the

Ianguages, f or example Greenberg ( l-953 ) ,

Greene (1982278) are the following,

word order of

guestion of an SVO structure perhaps

An SVO structure is not particularly

Xhosa sentence in

that of any other

terns of

African

African

(i)
(ii)
( iii)

In the case of Xhosa the

needs some qualification.

Lehmann (L9?22267) and

an SVO (subject, verb, object) structure

an absence of prepositions

the noun precedes its gualifying adjective,

genitive (possessive) and relative.
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characteristic of a Xhosa sentence, ds the following examples

show,

bayambona (they see him or her)

them)sibakhalimiLe (we rebuked

In the consideration of the SVO structure,the following aspects

wil-t receive attention,

(a)

(b)

the ordering of

the variability
constituents.

the sentence constituents

of the ordering of such

The discussion

Nkabinde(1980)

follows has been influenced

treatment of worC order in

very largely by

ZuIu.

2.8.2 The ordering of the sentence constituents

The ordinary ordering of the constituents of a simple sentence

with transitive verbs in declarative and interrogative sentences

is SVO, as in the following examples,

Ititshala ibuza umbuzo

(The teacher is asking a question)

which

in his
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Ititshala ibuza umbuzo?

(Is the teacher asking a question?)

Ummangalelwa uvuma ityala

(The accused admits guilt)

Ummangalelwa uvuma ityala?

(Does the accused plead guilty?)

Urban Xhosa has examples which are comparable with the above,

USipho urej istarisha ikhosizi.

(Sipho is registering courses)

Umakhi ukhatha isitshixo?

(Is the builder cutting the keY?)

Abatshana babhukishe ikhol?

(Have the nepher.rs booked the caII?)

(May the nephews book the caII?)

Imperatives have an irnptied subject. For examPle,

Ncokola iindaba

(Relate the news)

BaIa inali

(Count the money)
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Cu1ani iculo
(Sing a song)

The behaviour of the imperative is the same for urban Xhosa,

Ringela utata

(Telephone my father)

Avoyida i-aksident

(Avoid an accident)

Renta ifleth

(Rent a flat)

The above examples of urban Xhosa are non-standard. The reason

for saying so is that these examples show a very heavy English

influence and have borrowed rather extensively from that language.

In standard Xhosa the auxiliary verb usually precedes the main

verb as far as word order is concerned,

Usana luphantse lwatsha

(The baby nearly got burnt)

Basoloko bekhalaza

(They are always complaining)
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Ndikhe ndimbone

(I sometimes see him)

The auxiliary

following are

verbs are /phantse/,
comparable examples of

Umsebenzi uphantse wa-ofa kwangoko

(The worker nearly knocked off too soon)

I

Ndi'soloko ndimofarisha indawo eyadini

(I am always offering him a place in the yard)

Sikhe sigrosare sishophishe nokushophisha

(We sometimes do groceries and shopping as well)

The words /ofa/, /ofarisha/, /grosard/, /shophisha/ are neither

standard nor rural Xhosa. Not only are they borrowed from

English, but they also have acceptable Xhosa equivalents. For

example, for /ota/ there is /phuna emsebenzini/. In the case of

/ofarLsba/ there is /nLka/ or /pha/. For /grosara/ one could say

/thenga ukudla/ (buy food). Adnittedly, the Xhosa eguivalents are

not commonly used.

ordering of the sentence constituents can also be variable.

/so)-oko/ and /Y&e/. The

urban Xhosa,

The

This can come the

postpcning of

about in a variety of ways, for example by

the subject and the preposing of the object.
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2.8.3 The postponing of the subject

This happens with transitive verbs where the subject follows the

object as in the following examples,

VOS: Uhlafuna ukutya urnntwana

(The child is chewing food)

Tza kucula iculo imvumi

(The singer will sing a song)

Conpare the following examples of urban Xhosa,

Ugaranta isimodeni umdanisi

(The dancer guarantees the modern way of
doing things)

lza kurekhoda inizuzu initha
(The meter will record minutes)

With intransitive verbs the subject is freely moveable,

SV: frnoto iyabaleka

(The car is running)

VS: Iyabaleka imoto
(The car is running)
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Of course, these two examples are also examples of urban Xhosa.

the boundaries betweenblurred

be. other examples which show how

, are the first two which aPPear

Compare the following examples which only occur in urban Xhosa,

SV: Uriasitandi uyarentisa

(The standowner leases)

VS Uyarentisa umasitandi

(The standowner is leasing ...property)

2.8.4 The preposing of the object

The following exarnples illustrate that aspect,

These examples il.Iustrate how

rural and urban Xhosa tend to

blurred such boundaries can be

under 2.8.4 below.

SOV: Ummangalelwa

(The accused

ityala

admits

uyal ivuma

guilt)

oVS: Ityala uyalivuma ummangalelwa

(LiteraIIy,guiIt he adnits the accused)

(The accused admits guilt)
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Comparable examples of urban Xhosa,

SOV: Imeya amabhunga oluntu iyawavotela

(The mayor is voting for communlty councils)

I
oVS: Arnabhunga oluntu iyawavotela ineya

(Cornmunity councils he votes for the mayor)

(The mayor votes for community councils).

The examples which have been considered in this section are

perhaps sufficient to show some general tendencies with reqard to

some aspects of the ordering of the constituents of the sentence

in Xhosa.

Although consideration has not been given to the N-adjective, the

N-possessive and the N-relative sentence structures, on the basis

of the conmon tendencies which have been noted in the foregoing

discussion, it is perhaps justifiable to predict that the pattern

for rural and urban Xhosa will be the same as for the SVO

structure and its variabilitY.

2.9 Conclusion

The present chapter set out to investigate the phonological and

syntactic differences between rural and urban Xhosa varieties in

terms of standard and non-standard varieties. The following
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aspects were addressed,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

the speech sounds of Xhosa, including borrowed

consonant clusters and diphthongs

stress

phonemic shifts l

factors which determine the terminative vowel of a

borrowed word when adapted in Xhosa

\the ptronetic realization of the sound /r/
the syllab1e structure of Xhosa

syntax, with special reference to some of the

principles underlying the ordering of sentence

constituents.

With regard to Xhosa speech sounds, Do difference was found

between rural and urban Xhosa. Overal1, there is no introduction

of new sounds, except for /r/ which is a sound that is possibly

borrowed frorn Scots or Afrikaans. But new sound sequences seem to

abound.

Loan sounds a.re made to conform with the phonological structure

of Xhosa. This is seen in some phonetic shifts, in the factors

governing the type of final vowel which is suffixed to a borrowed

word and in diphthongs which are re-analysed in Xhosa with the

interpolation of /v/ and /y/, where applicable.
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It is evident that there is some phonologrcal re-analysis which

is done rather intuitively and without any conscious effort.
Stress which generally falls on the penultimate syllable is the

same for rural and urban Xhosa.

GeneraIIy then, the inventory

remains almost the same. This is
as Aitchison (1981:123) says,

of Xhosa vowels and consonants

perhaps not surprising because,

OveraII, foreign elements do not of
thenselves disrupt the basic structure
of a language. They nerely make use of
tendencies already in the language.

the phonetic realization of /r/ and

real Iy

in the syllable
that the rural:urban dichotomy begins to emerge.

It is in
structure

The sound /r/ is realized as /l/ by Xhosa speakers who are

illiterate. This seems to point to some correlation between

certain linguistic features, for example the realization of /r/,
and the speakerrs social background.

With regard to the standard Xhosa syllable structure, namely ff,

CCV, CCCV, V, or syllabic /m/, rural Xhosa speakers show a

greater tendency towards observing the CV structure in

particular, nore than do urban Xhosa speakers
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The claims which are berng made point to the importance of the

socio-culturaI setting of the language contact situation. Scotton

and Okeju (Lgl2) draw attention to the importance of the

.sociological situation and the social profile of the speaker or

,' borror.rer.

It seems that as Romaine (L982) says, sociolinguistic structure

is r.roven in a complex way throughout the community. Dif ferent

phonological elements dre associated with various socia] groups.

With reference to syntax, Do difference seems to exist in the

the Xhosa sentence or in the ordering of its

difference seems to exist either in the

basic word order of

constituents. No

variabil ity

obserrrations

of the ordering of such constituents. These

urban Xhosa varieties.apply both to rural and

Syntactic differences seem to occur only in cases where a

sentence is a translation from English or Afrikaans. For example,

Bafuna ukusebenza havi ukuhlala phantsi

(They want to work and not to sit down)

Sifunda igrama yodwa havi ezinye izinto.

(we learn grammar only and not any other thing).

The above are examples of urban Xhosa.
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CHAPTER 3

Lexical differences.

3.1 Introduction

In considering lexical differences between rural and urban Xhosa

varieties in terms of standard and non-standard varieties, the

point that needs to be made at the outset is that an important

aspect that will emerge is that of language change.rf language is
part of culture, and if culture is dynanic, language can egually
be expected to be dynamic, to be continually changing. That this

is so will be shown in the present chapter.

Lehmann (1957:63) draws attention to the fact that it was in 1835

when the philosopher-linguist wilhelm von Hunboldt said,

There can never be a monent of true
standstill in language, just as little
as in the ceaselessly flaning thought
of men.By nature it is a continuous
process of development.

In the same vein, but much later, the famous Swiss linguist
Ferdinand de Saussure (L9L5/L959t77) had this to Sdy,

Time changes all things: there is no
reason why language should escape the
universal Iaw.
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The inewitability

Aitchison ( 198L:15)

of Ianguage change is also mentioned by

in rather extravagant terms,

In a world where humans grow old,
tadpoles change into frogs, and
milk turns into cheese, it r+ould
be strange if language alone
remained unaltered.

And so it is then that language is in a continuar process
I

change. rt wilr be useful to'give consideration to some of

of

the

background to this change, with particular reference to Xhosa.

Rurar peopre roigrate to urban areas mainry in search of jobs.

When they do so, they have to adapt to a lifestyle which is often

fundamentally different from that of the rural areas from which

they come. They must also adjust tc the linguistic diversity of

the urban areas. They sometimes have to learn one or more

Ianguages or language varieties in order to communicate with

their neighbours, their colleagues or their bosses.

What Cooper and Honrath (L973:221-222) say of urbanization in
Ethiopia applies equally to the urbanization of Xhosa speakers,

Not only do ruigrants to the town learn
new languages, which rnay ultinately
displace their mother tongue or supplement
it in a relationship of stable bilingualism,
but the language learned nav be carried into
the countryside when miqrants return to the
rural areas of their birth' 

(Enphasis added)
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From the above, the craim is made that the process of
urbanization, which is very rargery the resurt of rnigration, can

have profound conseqluences for Ianguage and its use. Another
claim that is made is that urban xhosa draws very largely on

foreign ranguages, notabry Engrish and to a Iesser extent
Afrikaans. Perhaps this is not surprising. Sociolinguistic
studies (scotton and okeju,r972; cooper and Horvath, Lgl3i
Higa ,Lg7g; Akere,19g1) show that when two different cultures
meet, and where one culture is dourinant over the other, borrowing
is unidirectional.

Lexical differences between

considered under the following

rural and urban Xhosa wiIl be

sub-headings,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Iexical borroning,

innovation of a

neologisms

loan translations

semantic shifts
popular 'in' words

including

new name,

code-switching

that is coinages and

or calgues

with young people.

3.2 Lexical borrowing Theoretical considerations

rn a biringual situation, writes Akere (19BLtzB4),

Questions such as the
a bilingual situation

effects which such
may have on the
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Ianguages in contact, on the users of these
languages, and on the society in whichthese languages are used become relevantissues of sociolinguistic investigations.

rt is very largely against this background that lexical borrowing
has to be seen. It is to be noted that lexical borrowing is not
an isorated phenomenon. rt has to be seen as some form of
cultural behaviour. It occurs in a specific cultural context.
Higa (tg7g:29L) rightly sees lexical\borrovingr as,

a cultural behaviour and its process andresults reflect the basic aspects andcharacteristics of the cultures of boththe borrowing and the borrowed.

There is in the above guotation an implied correlation between

linguistic perfonnance and sociological or cu1tu5aI variables.
That is how lexicar borroning shourd be viewed, namery as a

process. on the contrary, as caror scotton and okeju (1973) point
out, there has been a tendency to focus on words themselves and

to ignore the actual process of borrowing.

According to them there are sone unfortunate assumptions about

lexical borrowing in most of the works which treat this subject.
These assumptions are,

(a) the standard theoreticar noder for expraining and
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describing kinds of Iexical borrowing. Here the

focus is on the borrowed words themselves.

(b) that lexical borrowings are new items in the

culture of the borrowing language with rare mention

of lexical borrowings which impinge on the core

vocabulary of the borrowing language.

contact

lexical

Carol Scotton and Okeju challenge these assumptions where,

(a) enphasis is on the resuLts of language

rather than on the attendant process of

borrowing

(b) nes, cultural items are presented

lexical borrowing

AS examples of

(c) emphasis or focus is on borrowed items rather than

on the speakers.

Fishroan ( 1968 ) agrees with the above obsetrrations

studies on lexical borrowing as 'guite worthlesst ,

and 'almost invariably wrong'.

and condemns

'misleadingt

In their study of Ateso, a Ugandan language, Carol Scotton and
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okeju (L972) make the foilowing points,

(a) an adeguate model for lexical borrowing must first
:considgr the process of borrowing itself. In other

:

words, the nature and extent of cultural contacts

and how they vary in relation to sub-groups within

the borrowing group. The words themselves can then

onty be examined thereafter.i The socio-cultural

setting is nore important.

(b) it is important to recognize borrowings of certain

kinds into the core vocabulary of a Ianguage

alongside borrowings for items which are new to

culture

(c) the kinds of texical items which are borrowed 'nay

well' depend on the type of cultural contact. They

note here that Iexical items for new cultural itens

are more prevalent with the educated or the widely

travelled.

It seems then that for a better appreciation of lexical borrowing

both the individuat Iexical itern and the attendant social or

cultural factors need to be considered.
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3.2-r Lexicar borrowing : An anarysis of some exampres

After the above theoretical consideration of lexical borrowing,

some examples wiII be examined.

(a) Loo m.butho ubambe irali kwiholo yoluntu.
(T!a!_ organization is hcrding a raIly at the communityhaIl )

(b) Bendisadavara ndibhukisha ikhor ndakhathofeka

(r was stirl diarling and booking a carr and r was cutoff)

(c) Umastandi utshaia irent eninzi ngefleth
(The standowner is charging too much rent for the flat)

(d) Ispidkoph simbhalele itikiti ngokupakisha

kwimitha ephelileyo.

(?he traffic cop gave hin a ticket for
expired meter)

parking at an

A11 the underlined words are borrowed words. The above are mostly
examples of urban Xhosa for reasons which will now be discussed.

while the Xhosa word for a meeting is intlanqaniso, a rarly is a

special type of meeting, usualry a poriticar one. This is a

concept that is alien to Xhosa culture and there is no suitable
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substitute for it. As a result the concept is borrowed as it is,

namely irali. Community halls are found in urban areas,

especially in townships. That distinguishes them from town or

city haIls . While ' 
"orrn,rtrity 

hal I ' is an exclus ively urban
!

concept, 'rallyt is not. With the advent of homeland politics

political rallies are also a conmon feature of rural life and are

usually held at the tribal court or at the chief's kraal. That

makes irali both rural and urban.

The second example above, nanely about diallitg, is different

from the one that has just been considered. It refers to an

exclusively urban setting. Does that mean rural communities

people do not use telephones? The answer is yes and no.

Telephones are not very conmon in rural communities, certainly

not with red-blanketed Xhosa speakers. In rural areas they are

found rnainly in shops where they are not for public use in any

case. Therefore, the idea of diallinq in order to make a call

is rather alien to rural settings.

Attenpts have been made by the Xhosa Language Board to

standardize the idea of making telephone calIs. The standard

expressionis@E..Butthatexpressionisnotvery
common, with literate Xhosa speakers who seem to prefer the

expression given earlier on about dialIing. Also, Iiterate Xhosa

speakers use the words fowuna (make a telephone call) or rinqa

(ring).
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The point that is being made is that the idea of telephones is
more common in urban than in rural communities. Conseguently, the

language that is used to make telephone calls is more urban

than rural. Literate Xhosa speakers from rural areas do use these
borrowed terms too.

The idea of owning flats or 'standst and of charging rent seems

to be exclusively urban. rndeed, umastandi (standowner) is
associated exclusively with urban environments. of interest here

is the morpheme /ma/ which noraally designates a female person,

as in uHaDlomo (a woman of the Dlomo clan) or r:I.IaDlamini (a woman

of the Dlamini clan) . However, in umastandi /ma/ is indeterminate
and can refer to either mare or female standowner.

If an item is costly or too costly it is referred to as iyabiza
in standard Xhosa. The accepted and standard word for 'to chargel

is ukubiza, to be distinguished from the same word which means
'to callr. There is no Xhosa equivalent for'rentr or'flatr. As

a result, these words have been borrowed and incorporated into
the Xhosa rexicon and no\d form part of that lexicon.

The fourth example above, namely fseidkoph sinbhalele itikiti
ngokupakisha kwimitha ephelilego, is clearly urban Xhosa in that
the idea that is being expressed pertains exclusively to urban

environments. Parking meters are an urban phenomenon. So is the
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idea of getting a ticket from a traffic officer for a traffic

offence. The standard Xhosa term for a traffic cop or officer is

icrosa lendlela (Iiterally, an officer of the road). That is the
:

term that is acceptable in foraal situations, for exanple in
l

school examinations. In reality, the term that is more commonly

used is ispidkoph. fn any case, iqosa lendlela could also refer

to a member of the Road Safety Council and not necessarily to a

traffic policeman. i

L,et us consider further examples,

(a) Urnlilo wabangelwa Iikhandlela elalilayitelwe ukugalela

ipetroli kumatshini

(The fire was caused by a candle which was 1.: in order
to pour petrol into the nachine).

(b) Hlaziya ilavisens ( ilavisenisi) yeuroto

(Renew the motor vehicle license)

(c) Pika itim yesoka eza kudlala kule lig

(Pick a soccer team which wiII play in this league)

(d) Zininzi iindlela zokuslima: ungadavetha, ujime

okanye utreyine

(There are several ways of slirnming:you can go on diet,
to gym or do physical training)
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(e) Banxiba amasekeni baphile ngama-owuva

(They wear second-hand clothing and Iive on left-overs)

(f) Bhibha usana ukuze lungawangcolisi ananaokeni.

Aduru

(Put a bib on the baby so that it does not dirty the
napkins. They are expensive)

What does one make of the above examples? Are there some which

are exclusively rural Xhosa or urban Xhosa while others are a

combination of both rural and urban Xhosa?

The first example is a good illustration of borrowed words which

have been assimilated fully into the lexicon of Xhosa and have

become standardized. Although the Xhosa word for 'to light' is

ukukhanvisa, that word seems to be gradually giving way to the

borrowed ukulavita. Hence,

Iayita isibane

(Iight the lamp)

Iayita apho endlwini

(light there in the house)

The borrowed words ikhandlela (candle), Iavita (light), ipelroli

and urnatshini (rnachine) have been fully assimilated into Xhosa.
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Furthermore, these words are egually capabre of being used in
both rurar and urban environrnents. The same can be said of, the
example,

(Renew the motor
vehicle license) ' The only difference here is that the literate
or urban Xhosa speaker i.rourd perhaps tend to use rin'uwisha
(renew) instead of the Xhosa hlaziva.

rn his study of Town Benba, Kashok i (Lg72) notes the possibility
of differences of sociar diar.ect in Totn Beuba. in other words,
the difference between Town Bemba of young chirdren and that of
their elders or even between that of the educated and the
uneducated' The forlowing exampres perhaps illustrate the latter
point in the case of Xhosa,

Pika itim yesoka eza kudlala kule liq
(Pick a soccer team rvhich is going to play in this reague)

Zininzi iindlela zokuslima : ungadavetha, ujime
okanye utrevine

(There are severar lays of.slinning : you can go on diet,gym or do physical Lraining) ' ' t

Pika itim vesoka can

iqela 1omdlaLo webhola Although bhola (baII)
English 'bal1r the word is now acceptable

be rendered in standard

AS

Xhosa as khetha

is borrowed from

correct Xhosa.
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Insofar as the idea of a soccer league is an urban concept the

exanple about picking a soccer team could be considered an

example of urban Xhosa. But this observation is partly negated by

the fact that the term pika itin is not necessarily used

exclusively by urban Xhosa speakers. With the increase in the

number of schools, especially secondary schools, in rural areas

the use of this term is beconing common

The example about slimrning reflects an entirely Western concept

which is found more in urban Xhosa cornmunities than in rural
ones. In African communities, especially rural ones, weight,

particularly on the part of a woman, is usually regarded as a

sign of status, prestige and good health.

Amasekeni refers to any second-hand itern and is a word that has

been assirnilated fulty into the Xhosa lexicon and has become

standardized. Ama-owuva (left-overs) is not a widely used

and is very largely urban. It seems to derive remotely from

master-senrant relationship and has not been standardized

Xhosa.

tera

some

into

Bhibha (put a bib on) is not a very conmonly used lexical iten.
Some seventeen out of twenty rural red-blanketed people against

tvhom this itern was teited did not know its meaning. When the

ueaning was subsequently explained to thern, they rightly pointed
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out that what theY are

for the PurPose served

familiar with is the use of scooped hands

by a bib.

Amanapkeni (napkins) is both rural and
!

(expensive), from Afrikaans 'duurr. Duru is

often than biza by both rural and urban Xhosa

urban. So is duru

in fact used nore

speakers.

In answer to the question we posed earlier, on, that is whether

some of the examples we have considered are exclusively rural

Xhosa or urban Xhosa or a combination of both rural and urban

Xhosa, the answer seems to be that most of them are a com.bination

of both. This observation points to the fact that Iexical

borrowing is not an exclusive characteristic of urban Xhosa. Both

rural and urban Xhosa use borrowed words in their growth and

modernization. However, the claim still holds that urban Xhosa

borrows more than rural Xhosa.

fn order to validate this claim we need to examine further

examples. In the examples which follow, indigenous Xhosa words

appear after the English translation:

Khawuthrave ukumbona kuba emva

(P1ease try and
knock off)

see him because

(Ktrawuzame ukumbona kuba emva kwentlanqaniso uza
kuphuma emsebenzini)

kwe-meetinq uza kuofa

after the meeting he will
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Ir{phresharavize umxelele ukuba uzakumsuwisha . lJza

kuadmitha

(Pressurize hin ano tell him that you will sue hin. He
will admit)

(Mxine umxelele ukuba uza kummanqalela. lJza
kuvuma )

Khonfesa, mhlawumbi uza kusikhonsidarisha isicelo

sakho.

(Confess, maybe he will consider your request)

(Vuma, mhlawumbi uza kusisabela /owalasela
isicelo sakho)

LaIa uphripherishile kuba ibhasi iyafrurha.
(Go to bed having prepared because the bus leaves
very early)

(Iala ulungisile kuba ibhasi ihamba kwanqoko
kakhulu kusasa)

The above examples show a deliberate use of loan words in place

of we1l-known indigenous and standardized ones. Such usage is an

important and significant characteristic which distinguishes
rural Xhosa from urban Xhosa. The guestion to consider is why

there is a preference for this practice. For one thing the

practice is invoked in order to inpress and to display oners

knowledge of a foreign language. Other reasons will be considered

shortly when the phenomenon of code-switching is examined.
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The practice which

Xhosa only. Akere

Nigerians,

has just been considered is not peculiar to
(L98L:290) bemoans the same practice with

The frequency with which riterate biringuars inNigeria incorporate English words in ut€erir"""in their nother tongue-is so high that "r,-olt=iderwourd wonder whether the indigenous ranguages doin fact _possess an adequate l6xicon a; ;;# withday to day communicative acts of the biliirgual Nigerian.

i

This brings us to code-switching, that is the phenomenon of
constantly switching between two ranguages....in our case Xhosa

and a foreign language. There are two conflicting views on the
functions of code-switching.These views are represented by
Rowrands (1963) and sarami (Lg7z) respectively.

In his
(1e63),

consideration of
as guoted by Akere

code-switching in yoruba, Rowlands

(198L:296) says code-switching functions,

either to express ideas with which the vocaburaryof Yoruba cannot cope or sometines merely toconvey some nuance or particular shade of neaningwhich is felt to be talring in yoruba words whichat first sight one would trrinx to be perfecry adequate.

According to this view code-switching serves to fill gaps in the
vocabulary of the mother tongue. sarami (Lg72) disagrees. He

considers code-switching in most cases to be the consequence of
the native speakerrs unfamiliarity with, oE ignorance of, an
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aPPropriate word. In circumstances such as these, according to
salami (L972:167) , the biringuar speaker 'has no choice but to
use the English words with which, it seems, h€ is more familiarr.

The above views have implications for the linguistic theory of
competence. rf we go along with saramirs view that a native
speaker I s knowredge of the vocaburary of his language is
inadequate, are we not for example contradicting Chornskyts

linguistic theory of the competence of the native speaker? The

answer is'Nor. our concern is with communicative competence in a

bilingual situation and not with the competence of the 'ideal'

native speaker 'in a completely homogeneous speech communityt.

(Chonsky, L965:3) .

Xhosa equivalents or near equivalents appear after the English
translation in the following examples of code-switching in Xhosa,

Loo lecturer i-clear kuba iyarida
(That lecturer is clear-headed because he reads)

(Loo titshala inolr*azi kuba iyafunda)

Ndiza kufika late kuloo partv. Ndise-busv

(I shall arrive late at that party. f an still_ busy)

(Andizi kukhamrleza ndif ike kwelo theko.
Ndisaxakekile) .
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I-hiqh blood pressure ayipheli kwaphela. Kufuneka

umana usiya kwagqirha ufumane i-injection.
(High blood pressure does not really disappear. It is
necessary that you should always see the doctor in
order to get an injection)

(I-high blood oressure ayipheli kwaphela. Kufuneka
umana usiya kwagqirha ufumane i-naliti / Lslof/
umjovo).

'High blood pressurer has no real Xhosa equivalent. Inaliti from
i

Afrikaans 'nahlat (needle) and 'entstofr (vaccine) are borrowed

words which have, however, been assiurilated fully into Xhosa.

The above exarnples seem to accord with Salamits view that code-

switching is, in most cases, the result of the native speakerts

unfamiliarity with, or ignorance of, an appropriate word. That

then forces the native speaker, especially a bilingual one, to

resort to the language with which he seems to be most faniliar,

naurely English in rnost cases aurongst the Xhosa.

On the other hand, there is soroething to be said for Rowlandsr

view that code-switching serves to nake up for Iexical
inadequacies in the }anguage of the trative speaker.Examples such

as the ones above on high blood pressure illustrate this point.

There is no Xhosa equivalent for 'high blood pressurer.

After the foregoing discussion of lexical borrowing and code-
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switchitg, it is perhaps necessary to consider some of the

reasons for the occurrence of these two related phenomena. From

the examples given so far it wiII have become apparent that both

lexical borrowing and code-switching are abpects of language
!

change. Foreign words are introduced into Xhosa and that brings

about some changes in the lexicon of Xhosa. Overall, the changes

are the result of contact between Xhosa and foreign cultures and

Ianguagres. As it was pointed out at the beginning of this

chapter, if culture changes as it indeed does, then language

change becomes inevitable because language is an integral part of

culture.

Cultures the world over are changing rapidly. Most of the changes

are caused directly and indirectly by the expansion and dominance

of Western courmunities. That, however, does not mean that cultures

change because of outside influences only.

The main reason then for lexical borrowing and code-switching

which are aspects of language change is culture change. Some of

the factors which are responsible for culture change, and

therefore for language change, are the following,

(a) contact between different cultures and conseguent

intercultural influence..... a factor already mentioned
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(b) technoloqy, for example the idea of initha (meter)

.t 9 urnatshini (nachine) in the examples already
given

(c) conmercialization, for example duru, (expensive),

term that has already been considered

a

i (d) migratory labour

(e) political factors, for exanple the imposition of a

foreign system of government as in irali (rally)

Lexical borrowing, as will have become apparent from the examples

which have already been given, serves to express ideas with which

the vocabulary of Xhosa cannot cope or ideas which are alien to
indigenous Xhosa cuLture. In that respect lexical borrowing
reflects progress in acculturation and is also an attempt to fill
gaps in the rexicon of Xhosa. Lexicar borrowing is also a

reflection of the individual experience of the borrower. This is
the kind of experience which is the result of onets education,

traver and urilieu or a combination of arr these factors.

rf lexical borrowing serves to firl gaps in the vocaburary of
Xhosa then it is fulfilling a practical need, for example keeping

pace with technical, social and institutional developments. This
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has been shown in the examples which have been considered. In

fact, studies in language change in other African languages also

demonstrate this fact, for example Richardson (L963) for Benba, a

zambian language, Hargaret Barr (1971) for swahili and Akere

( l-981) f or Nigerian languages . !

As Margaret BaII (L971:135) puts it,

Whether or not the trend is approved, the fact
is that African cultures are borrowing
institutions and technology wholesale from
Western civilisation.

Apart from fulfilling a practical need, Iexical borrowing when

coupled with code-switching can serve as a means of enhancing

status and social prestige. fn that respect it fulfils a socio-

psychological need. As Higa (L9792284) points out,

People who want to exhibit their faniliarity
with foreign cultures, especially so-called
prestigeous cultures, tend to use foreign
words as proud evidence of such fauriliarity.

Consider exanples such as these,

Siza kuflava ngomso

(We shail fly tomorrow)
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Andinaxesha le-nice time mna. Ndiya-athenda

(I have no time for pleasure. I am attendinq,

that is, attending lectures).

The following Xhosa rendition would detract from the social

prestige of the above utterances,

Siza kukhwela ieropleni / incrvrelontaka

Andinaxesha laburnnandi mna. Ndiyafunda.

In the first two examples there is a display of oners erudition.
The elements of social prestige and status are also present.

After aII, not everybody fIies. In the city of Umtata uku-athenda

is a particularly prestigious term and refers exclusively to

attending lectures at the University of Transkei. Carol Scotton

and Okeju (L972) would refer to examples such as these as 'exotic

enblems of sorts | .

But having mentioned the display of oners erudition and the

fulfilling of a socio-psychological need, it is to be noted also

that foreign words come to mind more readily than their first

language counterparts. Akere (1981:297) notes that the mother

tongue bilingual speaker,
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does not necessarily master a1I the functional
varieties within his mother t.ongue and.
in a number of occasions he supplements this
inadequacy by using words and phrases from English.

Lexical borrowing and code-swit-ching then are in varying degrees

rranifestations of language change. Such language change is the

result of interlanguage contact and culture change.

The next aspect that will be considered is neologisns. i

3.3 Neologisms

Neologisn refers to the innovation or coining of a ne$/ word or

name. A new name or new word may be coined in order to express an

idea that did not exist originarry in Xhosa culture. such

coinage or innovation of a new name distinguishes neologisms from

lexical borrowing which refers to some 'taking overt of an itern

from one ranguage and incorporating it into another ranguage.

Neologisns are variedr ds will be shown. Like lexical borrowing,

they are arso aspects of ranguage change and are an attenpt by

xhosa to grapple with curture change. what Higa (L9792284) says

of neologisms in general applies egually to Xhosa,

When new things or concepts are learned
by one culture from another, there arises
a linguistic need to name then in its own language.
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The innovation or coining of a new word touches on morphorogy

because various morphemes or formatives are used in such
coinages. Bright (1956) makes the observation that Iinguistic
diversity is of sociolinguistic interest if it can be correlated
with sociar and not tinguitic factors, what he carrs the
systematic co-variance of Iinguistic structure and social
structure. This observation seems to suggest that grammar as such

is of no 'sociolinguistic interest, to the study of ranguage
varieties. This point is debatable.

rn this section some aspects of grammar, namery morphor ogy, wirl
be considered. Neologisms wilI be treated under the following
norphological sub-headings,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

deideophonic

deverbatives

compounds

adverbs

/no/ + base

qualifiers

3.3.1 Deideophonic neologisms

Here an ideophone is used to coin a new wordr ds in the
following examples,
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ibhanyabhanya (bioscope)

inkamnkam (old age pension)

amashwamshwam (crispy chips)

rbhanvabhanva is a rurAr term for 'bioscope r and its urban

counterpart is ibhavaskonh oF, more commonry, ifirirn. The

duplication of the ideophone, nanely bhanyahhanva, has the effect

of enhancing the rapidity of the novement of a picture on the

screen. Inkamnkam is also a rural term. Otherl terr= that are

commonly used both by rural and urban Xhosa communities are ipevi
(frorn English 'pay') or udanki (from Afrikaans 'dankie'). old age

pens ion is probably re f erred to as inkarnnkaur because its
recipients regard it as something one gets without any effort; a

kind of soft option. The Xhosa word refers to something soft,
even very soft. Ipevi probably speaks for itself, while udanki

probably refers to something one has to be thankfur for.
Inkamnkam and ipevi are standard terms.

Amashwamshwam (crispy chips) are a novelty in Xhosa culture and

the word is probabry derived from the sound made by the chips

when they are being eaten. This is a rural tenu which has the

borrowed itshiphs as its urban counterpart. However, itshiphs is
also gradually becoming rural. The duplication of the ideophone

reinforces the idea of being crisp and the resultant sound when

the chips are being eaten.
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3.3.2 Deverbatives

Let us consider the following examples,

isiqholo (deodorant) <isi + qhola (preserve, make..smell sweet)

ukhwelakhwela
clinb )

(police van) < u + khwela + khwela (board or

abangcuchalazi (sguatters) < aba * ngcuchalaza (sguat)

abanqolobi (terrorists) <aba + nqoloba (pounce upon unexpectedly)

isigcayiseli ( limpet rnine) isi + gcayisela (trap, ensnare)

In the above examples, the verb stem which normally ends in the

teminative vowel /a/ ends in /i/ or /o/ or,remains unchanged, ES

in the second example. The stem is preceded by the relevant

prefix.

AII the above examples are standard, commonly used and acceptable

Xhosa. They are also both urban and rural. Perhaps an interesting

tera is ukhwelakhwela (police van) .

This ter-m refers to the not-so-kind caII by a policeman for one
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to get into a police van. The duplication of the stem indicates

the guickness or fastness with which the action indicated is

supposed to be executed. In urban areas in particular, a police

van is also called iven from English'vanr, although this terrn is

also used in rural .l ar""=. Isiqholo (deodorant) , in the case of

rural areas, is more commonly used by literate Xhosa speakers.

3.3 .2.l- Verbal extensions

The following extensions will be considered,

(a)

(b)

causative

passive

3.3.2. l, (a) The causative

nambitha ( enjoy the taste of) + -is- + -a
isiyobisi(thatwhichcauSeSdizziness,drug)<

yoba (be dizzy) + -is- + -a

isiqhushurnbisi(thatwhichcauseSexp1oSion,bonb)<.

isi- + qhushumba (explode) + -is- + -a.

These neologisms which are

formative, are commonly used

formed by using the causative

by the radio, television and the
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Press.

areas.

caused

They are standard and are more commonly used in urban

Indeed, the use of drugs and the occurrence of explosions

by bonbs or limpet mines are more urban than rural.

Isinambithisi doe's not seem to be commonly used

language, preference being given to the names of
' flavourers r, for example,

i-aromat (aromat)

i-tomato sauce (tomato sauce)

3.3 .2. l- (b) Causative + passive

in everyday

the actual

+umphathiswa (cabinet minister) < um + phatha (rule)

is-+-w-+a

ba + phatha + -is- + -rd- +a;
formative /yaba/ (of) /ba/ being from the posessive

umthanjiswa (anointed one, priest) < um + thamb- + -is-+
-w- +-a; thambisa ( smear with fat or oil)

In the last example, palatalization takes place. The first two

examples are very commonly used. To be noted here is the
political distinction Xhosa also makes between a chief ninister
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and a prime minister, inkulumbuso. This is the kind of

distinction that is commonly made in Government circles. 'Priestt

is a religious term which is common both to rural and urban Xhosa.

AIl the above three terms have been standardized into Xhosa.

3.3.3. ComPounds

3.3.3.1 Deverbative noun + noun

ubhukuqombuso

(government)

i

(coup) <u + bhukuqa (overturn) + umbuso

umongameli-nbuso (state president) <un + ongamela

(rule over, govern) + umbuso (government)

injingalwazi (professor) <i-N- + jinga (hang,

to) + ulwazi (knowledge); alternatively, <

(chanpion) + ulwazi (knowledge)

abaphicothi-zincwadi (bookkeepers,

<aba + phicotha (examine thoroughly)

hang on

inj inga

accountants)

+ iincwadi (books)

The last two examples belong to some highly specialized language.

Their categorization is therefore not very clear cut. AIt that

can be said about them is that they are standard and, in this

context, therefore acceptable Xhosa'. The first two, on the other

hand, are not only standard and acceptable Xhosa, but are also
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used bY both

iprezidanti or

rural and urban

uprezidanti is

speech communities. In addition,

also commoniy used.

3.3.3.2 Deverbative noun + ; rkelele (general )

ummel i3 ikeiele (consuJ. generaJ. ) ': mela ( represent)

j ikeiele

+

rule) + j ikelele

umtshutshisijikelele (attorney general) < tshutshisa

(prosecute) + j ikelele

AII these examples seem to belong to urban Xhosa. Although

umtshutshisi (prosecutor) is a famiiiar term even in rural areas,

umtshutshisijikelele'is not so familiar in rural areas. Urban

Xhosa also tends to use the borrowed English versions of the

above terms.

3.3.3.3 Noun + noun

inkulumbuso (prime minister) < inkulu (eldest) + umbuso

(government)
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igunyabantu (tribal auEhoric!') < igunya (authority)
abantu (people)

+

Both words are standard
I
:

tribal- authorities being

Xhosa and are both rural and urban, with

a rural institution.

a

3.3.3.4 Noun + gualifier

amazwe azimelevo (independent states,or countries)

amazwe azimele qeqe (self governing states)

imfundo enomsila ( university or degree education,
literalIy, education with a tail)

indLu yowiso-mthetho (tegisrative assembry; riteralry,
house for laying down the law)

The qualifiers are underlined. with some of the current political
developments becorning part of Xhosa rife, some of the

corresponding terminorogy is erupting into the vocabulary of
Xhosa .This includes even some of the political distinctions that
are of ten made, f or example betr+een what are caIIed sel f
governing as opposed to independent states.

It is not clear why university

enomsiLa (education with a tail).

education is ca1led imfundo

ft is probably calIed thus
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either because of the

, probably, because of the

cassle of the mortar board oE, more

tail like nature of the academic gown.

rural and urban. fndlu vowiso-mthetho isThe above terms are both

also popularly known as ipalamente (parliament) .

3.3.3.5. /No/ + base

category there is a wide variety of rexical items.
female, some male and others are indeterzuinate and

In this

indicate

indicate

indicate

both male and

female are the

female. Some of
fol lowing,

Some

can

the lexical items which

unongendi (nun) <u + no + enda (get married) and

negative formative /nga/

unobuhle (beauty gueen) <u + no + buhle (beauty)

unontlarontle (social worker) <u + no + nt1a10

qualifies a nasal class g noun, namely 'intlalo. r

The morpheme /no/ normally indicates 'owner of', a concept which
can be extended to mean 'one who possesses the attribute of.. r.

The particular attribute referred to then follows the /no/ as in
unobuhle ( beauty queen, one who possesses the attribute of being
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beautiful) as opposed to unoshibhini which means 'shebeen ownerl
and has no reference to any particular attribute.

The idea of a beauty queen (and of accompanying beauty contests)
is very alien to Xhosa culture. rt is an idea that is far more
prevalent in urban areas, and is almost exclusively confined to
those areas. rn that sense, unobuhle is an urban concept.

The four lexical items given above are standard and can be either
rural or urban Xhosa. There has, untir fairry recentry, been a
tendency for social workers to be fenale. Hence the Xhosa tera
unontrarontle rchich, in this case, has a female connotation.

some of the lexical items which refer to male persons are,

unozinti (goalkeeper)

unodipha (dipping foreman)

onondaba (newsmen, journalists)
unovenkile (shopowner)

unoteksi (taxi owner)

unoposi (postrnaster)

unozinti derived from /no/ plus /izint'/ (pores) is a term which
indicates an attempt to standardize the concept of a goalkeeper.
But the term is not commonly used, preference being given rather
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to the

foreman)

borrowed terms uqoli and uqolkhipha. Unodipha (dipping

in ruralrefers to a very connon concept; especially
areas where occasionally livestock has to be subjected to

of being dipped in some disinfectant. j
!

the process

onondaba (newsmen, journarists) is an urban concept. rt is to be

noted though that this term is exceptional in that it can also

refer to a female person. The remainder of the words which have

been given above, namely unovenkire, gnoteksi, and unonosi, are

not only standard but also both rural and urban.

The following

either to male

Iexical iterns are indeterminate and can refer
or female persons,

unompilo (heatth worker)

unolali (rural person)

unobhala (secretary)

unongxovra (treasurer)

unoshibhini (shebeen owner)

Onompilo (health workers) are guite a familiar sight in rural
areas where they give advice about ways of maintaining good

health and, in some cases, also adninister medicines. As a result
the term is also commonly used in rural areas. UnoIaIi is both a

rural and an urban term. ft can be used in a derogatory sense to
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refer to a rurar person in the sense of a person who is not
'sophisticatedr or 'refinedr. Unobhala (secretary) and unonsxovra

(treasurer) are familiar terms in both urban and rural Xhosa

communities. While a 'shebeenr is urban in origin as far as Xhosa

is concerned, shebeens are now becoming common in rural areas as

weII. Unoshibhini (shebeen owner) is thus both rural and urban.

AII the items under consideration are standard.

3 . 4 Semantic ini ft

Words, like chameleons which change their colour to suit the
environment in which they find themselves, change their meaning

in order to suit the envj-ronment in which they find themselves.

As with lexicar borrowing and neorogisms, this usually happens

when an idea that is alien to Xhosa is being expressed. Here are

some examples,

iqabane (companion, pal) .comrade

umzabalazo (struggle) cf. igwij o Iomzabalazo

(freedon song) .political struggle

ungrogrisi (one who terrorizes) ... ..freedon fighter
amaphandle (rural areas) . . . . . homelands

itayara (tyre) ' necklacer

isazisi (that which introduces a marriagenegotiator) identity document

unozakuzaku (marriage negotiator) arnbassador

isirhoxo (blind alley) . . . . .shebeen
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isanuse (witchdoctor) + sezulu

(weather)...weatherman :
:

!

1mvo, a Xhosa nevrspaper published in Kingwilliamstown in the

Eastern Cape, has a section which calls for iqabane Iembalelwano

(}iteraIly, a companion for writing, that is a pen pal). And so

it is then that that iqabane is a companion, a close friend. This

word has, however, taken on an exclusively political meaning. It

is particularly conmon with the youth, especially in urban areas,

who regard themselves as holding views which are to the left or

far left of the political spectrum. The word is regarded as

synon)rmous with 'comradet in the political sense. Hence amaqabane

(conrades) are sometimes affectionately referred to as

okhomkhom, a term that is derived from 'comr of 'comrader

Comrades regard themselves as being involved in the struggle for

liberation, namely umzabalazo. Thus an ordinary word for

struggle, namely umzabalazo now has a political connotation.

IWijo is a war song. But in an expression such as icmijo

lomzabalazo, icrwi'io assumes a political connotation and means

'freedom songr.

Ukuqrogrisa simply means to terrorize or to instil fear or terror

in one. fn its original sense, this word refers to the action

whereby a parent, for example, who wants to silence a troublesome
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or crying shil'd t{ilI teIl the child that some awe-inspiring

figure, iqrogro, wirr appear and swarrow the chird up. However,

umgroqrisi is no longer understood in the sense which has just

been exprained. That word prus unnqorobi (one 'who pounces on

sornething or on someone unexpectedly) are now almost exclusively

used to refer to what some, depending on the side of the
politital divide in which they are, call terrorists or freedom

fighters or guerillas.

The semantic shifts in the words which have just been considered

have their origin in urban areas and that makes the rvords in
guestion very largely urban Xhosa. Not only that. These semantic

shifts reveal an interesting phenomenon, namely how the political
scene and the language of political conflict have erupted into
the vocabulary of Xhosa.

Amaphandle (rural areas) also has to be seen in the light of the

current political scene. This word has increasingly come to mean

areas designated as homelands for the various Black ethnic
groups. The much dreaded itayara (tyre) or'necklacer has become

one of the most gruesome symbols of political expression 
- 

and

objection. Ukufaka imnimni itayara (to put a tyre around the body

of an informer) has since become the worst forn of torture for
those who are believed to be informers and collaborators r+ith the

government of the day. This action is an exclusively urban
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phenomenon and so is the phrase.

At the very initial stages of marriage iregotiations the party of

the prosPective bridegroom is asked to introduce itself, that is

ukuzazisa, to the party representing the prospective bride. That

usually entails handing over a beast ot, Iatterly, a bottle of
i

Iiquor. Whatever is handed over is called isazisi (that wnibn

introduces marriage negotiators). That word can shift its ureaning

to refer to an identity document or book, a characteristic of

both rural and urban Xhosa communities these days.

Unozakuzaku is a person who negotiates marriage between two

farnilies. The idea of negotiation has been taken over in the use

of unozakuzaku to nean ' ambassador | . fn other words, Xhosa

speakers see an ambassador as a kind of negotiator, a political
negotiator.

Isirhoxo is normally a narrow gorge or a blind al}ey. TaIk about

isirhoxo these days and what comes immediately to roind is a

shebeen. Hence isirhoxo can also mean a shebeen. The borrowed

word ishibhini (shebeen) is also coumonly used. Shebeens are in
the vast najority of cases very narrow or small places. Hence

isirhoxo. fn the social Iife of the amaXhosa the idea of a

shebeen is a novelty. Although the idea is essentially an urban

concept, shebeens are becoming common in rural areas as weII.
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The idea of the weather, imozulu, is not a strange one in Xhosa.

What is strange is its prediction by weathermen. AmaXhosa think
of a witchdoctor, isanuse, ES the only person who can perforru

such a rare feat. After alr, witchdoctors are people who are

reputed to have supernatural powers. A weatherman then becomes

isanuse sezuru. literalry a witchdoctor of the heavens.

The foregoing are some of the examples of how the

Xhosa words can be adapted to keep pace with some

political developments.

meaning of

social and

3.5 Calques or loan translations

Calques or loan translations refer to instances where a speaker

makes a literal translation into his own language of a foreign
expression. The role that is prayed by calgues in Xhosa is in
some respects similar to that prayed variously by lexicar
borrowing and code-switching. Calgues come easily and readily to
mind. They can also serve as means of displaying one,s

familiarity with a foreign culture and ranguage, for exampre

English and to a lesser extent Afrikaans.

Let us consider some examples. Standard Xhosa equivalents or near

equivalents appear after the English translation:
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umlenze wokugala womdlalo

(the first leq of the gane)

(isiqaba sokuqala somdlalo)

iingcanqo ziza kuvulwa ngentsimbi yesine

(doors will be onen at four o'clock)

(kuza kuqalwa ./ kuqalisera ngentsimbi yesine)

ukuvula ityala
(to open a case)

(ukumangala)

basenqaphandle komsebenz i
(they are still out of work)

( abakasebenz i )

ngaphandle krlakhe ngesif ile

(without him we would have died)

(okokuba ebenqekho ngesifile)

uyalelwe yinkundla ukuba akhuphe intlawulo vomonakalo

( the court has instructed him to pav damages)

(uyalelwe yinkundla ukuba ahlawule umonakalo)

ubuvele ezingqondweni akuba enyangiwe
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(he reqained consciousness after treatment)

(uthe qabu ,/ uqabukile akuba enyangiwe)

baphantsi ngumkhuhlane

(they are down with tflu)

(ba1eIe ngurnkhuhlane )

It is not very clear whether, like lexical borrowing, it can be

said that the above examples filI gaps in the vocabulary of

Xhosa. It is doubtful though whether loan translations can play

that role. As has been shown, examples such as the above can be

rendered easily in standard and acceptable Xhosa. It is bilingual

Xhosa speakers who tend to use such loan translations, usually

for prestige.

Constant usage engenders faniliarity and gives the inpression

that Ioan translations are in fact acceptable Xhosa renditions.

While loan translations are a distinctive characteristic of urban

Xhosa, it must be added, however, that insofar as in most cases

they assume some knowledge of English or of a foreign language,

they are also characteristic of educated Xhosa speakers. In that

respect, they can also be rural but only to a very limited

extent
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3.6 Popular 'inr words with young people

rn talking about popular t int words with young people we are, in

essence, talking about slang. A few examples will illustrate the

kind of language young people sometimes use,

ukujena ( to participate in a drinking session)

ukupalafina ( to treate superficially)

umshikashika / impintshi ( cheating, fraud)

ibholo ( scandal) cf isirnokho

ibhari / umxhaka ( unsophisticated, ignorant
and young rural person)

ukuncanlrua ( to like, to be enchanted with)

utshayiwe ( you are / he is mad)

ukuba nesincwaso ( to fancy a woman)

ukurhaqaza ( to flirt)
sibali/sbati(friend)

i-way ( thing, matter, characteristic)

Uku-iema ( to participate in a drinking session) or 'jam sessionl

is a popular night pastime with young people, especially in urban

areas. The pastirne involves drinking, Iistening to music and

occasional dancing.

The connection between paraffin and 'to treat superficiallyr, as

refers exclusively to thein ukupalafina is not clear. The tern
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kind of action where, for exampre, a teacher treats a lesson

superficially and to the dissatisfaction of the crass.

The difference between ukupalafina and umshikashika / impintshi
(fraud, cheating) is that the latter terms refer to a fraudulent
or dishonest practice and have nothing to do with a teaching-

learning situation. All these terms are more commonly used in
urban than in rural areas.

rbholo usualry refers to a big scandar. rt is coynnon to hear a

person being referred to as usebhorweni (he is having a big
scandal). Ibhari / umxhaka is a derogatory term which is .ppii"a
to a person who is considered to be ignorant and not so

sophisl--icated. originalry, the term seems to have been applied by

urban dwelrers to rurar dwellers. NowaddyS, however, the term

seems to be applicable either l/ay.

Although ukuncanvwa is in the passive and normally Deans 'to be

given uPt, in slang the passive is not expressed. Hence the word

means 'to rike intensery, to be enchanted with. r simirarly, in
utshayiwe (you are / he is mad) although the word is passive in
its phonetic rearization its meaning is not in the passive. No

evidence was found that the terms ukuncanvwa and utshaviwe

are conmonly used in rural areas.
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'To fancy a womanr, that is ukuba nesincwaso is popularly used by

the young womenfolk to refer to young menfolk who have the kind

of desire that is e4iressea in the tenn, namely - to wish to be in
Iove withr. That term with ukurhaqaza (to flirt) seems to be used

by young people regardless of whether they live in rural or urban

areas.
i

An interesting lexical item is sibali or sbafi from Afrikaans
'swaerr (brother-in-1aw) . with young peopre and with those who

consider themselves to be 'with it', this lexical item means

'friendr in a rather loose sense. The term transcends rural and

urban boundaries.

Lastly, i-way. Let us consider the following examples,

andiyithandi Ie way

(I do not like this)

yiway yakho ke leyo

(that is your wav of doing things, your
characteristic way of doing things)

Iaa wav ihamba njani?

(how is that natter proceeding?)

In the first example above wav is indeterminate and can refer to
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anything. The use of way in the second example almost

approximates the English usage. In the third exanple, l.iEy means

'mattert and is used in a manner that is almost similar to the

first example. Like sibali or sbali, i-uray transcends rural and

urban boundaries.

The foregoing are but some of the examples of the kind of

language young people sometimes use. It is to be noted that the

use of slang is not characteristic of young people only. Almost

every speaker uses slang on occasion. Furthermore, slang words

rapidly become dated and never find their way into the lexicon of

the standard language.

3.7 Conclusion

In the present chapter the following five types of lexical itens

were considered,

(a) Iexical borrowing or adaptation of borrowed words

into Xhosa. Code-switching was also included here.

(b) innovation of a new name, that is coinages and

neologisms

(c) calques or loan translations

(d) semantic shifts
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(e) popular 'inf words with young people

fn each of the above types, dD attempt was made to

differences between rural and urban Xhosa against the background

of standard and non-standard Xhosa varieties. Differences were

found to be more significant in some types of lexical items than
I

in others. It is, above all, in thelarea of lexical borrowing,

codemixing and calques that rural and urban Xhosa seem to differ

most markedly.

Urban Xhosa borrows far more from English in particular and also

from Afrikaans than does rural Xhosa. The reason for this is

probably that urban Xhosa speakers are exposed to Western

influences and experiences far more than rural speakers. There

are some loan words which have been assirnilated into Xhosa and

which have become part of the lexicon of Xhosa.

Some of the reasons for lexical borrowing and code-switching erere

considered and were seen to relate very IargeIy, but not

exclusively, to the concepts of culture and culture change. The

concepts of culture and of culture change were also seen to

account for coinages, neologisms and semantic shift.

The data relating to slang words revealed a tendency for

than their

establish

young

ruralurban Xhosa speakers to use slang more
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counterparts. However, this observation must not be misunderstood

to mean that rural- young Xhosa speakers do not use slang' It is

only that in the data that was collected slang words

characterized urban speech cornmunities more than rural ones.

In finally concluding this chapter the words of Jean Branford,

editor of the Dictionarv of South African Enqlish, are perhaps

appropriate. In a paper she read at the congress of the

Linguistic Society of South Africa which was held at Rhodes

University, Grahamstown, during JuIy 1988 she is reported as

having said,

Suddenly certain words do not have the same
meaningl to different speakers- -.Many do not
have the same meaning as they used to have'
Many donrt mean what we expect them to and
their meanings are often not static.
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CHAPTER 4

Language planning and language teaching.

4.O Introduction

It has been pointed out in the abstract that a study such as the

present one is expected to be capable of being generalized in
other areas. rn the introduction to the thesis in chapter l,i it
has been pointed out that the thesis has possible implications
for language planning and language teaching. Particular reference

here is to the possible place of the study of language varieties
in language planning and language teaching. For purposes of the

current study language teaching is regarded as part of language

planning.

rt is in the light of
to in the abstract

the considerations that have been referred
and in the introductory chapter that the

present chapter has to be seen.

One of the conclusions that can be drawn from chapters 2 and 3 is
that rural Xhosa varieties are nearer the standard forzu than are

urban variet ies . rn that respect , and i'n the present context,

rural varieties do not pose much of a problen. But urban Xhosa

varieties, especially non-standard forms, do pose some problen.
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There is, for example, the problem of the acceptance of a 'new

form| or word. It is not very clear at what point such a form

becomes generally, acceptable. But it seems that it is usage

which, in the main, determines whether or not a 'new formr or

word is accepted and survives as part of the language. usage

would include such factors as whether the form' in question

fulfils a practical need in the language or whether it fil1s a

significant gap in the l,exicon of the language

i

The following aspects wilI be addressed

(a) the definition and brief history of language

planning

(b) the logic, assumptions and the sphere of language

planning

(c) stages in language planning

(d) problems of language planning

(e) language planning in South Africa

(f) implications of the present study for language

planning and language ed-ucation.

(g) the linitations of language planning.
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4.L The definition and brief history of ranguage pranning

Fishman (L972:55), forrowing iernudd and Das Gupta (L971),

language planning is,
says

the organized pursuit of solutionsto language problems, typically ata national leve1.

,To Fishman, language planning is closely intenroven with issues
of nationalism and what he describes as 'the nationalist impactr
on ranguage pranning. conseguently, he regards language planning
as modernization pranning and as some form of nationality
planning.

Haugen (J-956:52) describes language pranning simpry as,

the evaluation of Iinguistic change....the exercise of judgmrent in the formof options among available linguistic
forms.

Jernudd and Das Gupta (1971) criticise this definition on the
grounds that it is open-ended. In a manner sinilar to Haugenrs
definition, Fasord (t-984) regards language planning as a choice
among alternatives.

Tauli (L977252) defines language planning as,
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Rubin (1984:4) sees language planning ES,

The methodical activity of regulating
and improving existing languages or
creating nel, conmon regional, national
or international languages.

DELIBERATE language change changes
in the systems of a language code or
speaking or both that are planned by
organizations established for such
purposes or given a nandate to fulfil
such purposes.

Language planning arises

specifically a language

(r984:55) says that in

out of a need to solve a Prob1em,

problem. Because of that, Paulston

discussing Ianguage problems it is

important in identifying,
understand whether,

analysing and treating them to

they are legitimately problems of
language or whether the language
situation is urerely symptonatic
of social and cultural problens.

Consequently, she distinguishes between what she caIls 'Ianguage

cultivationr and 'language policy. ' The former deals with

Ianguage natters while the latter deals with social and national

matters. Paulston sees 'language cultivationr and 'Ianguage

policyr as being interrelated.
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It is probably

problem-soIv ing

EIS,

because language planning focuses attention on

that Neustupny (1983:2) defines Ianguage planning

systematic, theoretical, rational
(in other words, 'rigorousr) and
future-oriented. . . forms of societal
attention to language probleurs.

The problem may be the medium of instruction, standardization or

the variety or Ianguage to be used. of particular relevance to
the present chapter is the standardization of the lexicon and the

type of language variety to be used.

According to Fasold (1984) there are basically two approaches to
language pranning, namery the instrumentarist and the
sociolinguistic approaches. The instrumentalist approach regards

Ianguage as a tool which can be improved by conscious efforts.
The socioringuistic approachr oD the other hand, regards ranguage

as a societal resource which can be developed by planning
efforts.

The following TabIe,

(1985), represents the

language planning,

reproduced and adapted from du Plessis
various approaches to, and definitions of
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Languag planning

Inst tal Sociol inguistic
approach proach

Languag Langua e

planning co ction

Langua A La e

tre t teaching

Langu La ge

planning poI icy cultivation

The difference in the three revers of ranguage pranning as

rePresented in the diagram represents the various approaches to
the subject of language planning and the various views on the

subj ect.

with regard to the history of ranguage pranning, Haugen

(1965) observes that the roots of language planning are traceable

to the work of ancient granmarians. rn this context European

Ianguage academies are usually regarded as examples of the origin
of language planning. It was not, however, ds recently as the 2oth

century (Tauli, L968) that there arose an awareness'of ranguage

!
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planning as a field of studY.

Uriel Weinreich used the term for the first tine in l-957. It was

he who also arranged a seminar under

planning. However, Einar Haugen (1959)
:

scholar to use the term in a scientific

first to undertake a fornal study

Conseguently, he is regarded as one of

planningt (Rubin and Jernudd, L97L).

the title of language

was the first Americah

context. He was also the

of Ianguage planning.
'the fathers of language

need to solve a language Problen

Iogic of Ianguage planning is also

The first comprehensive publication on language planning appeared

in L97L under the editorship of Rubin and Jernudd. That

publ ication rrras a sequel to an internat ional conf erence on

Ianguage planning which was held at East-West Center, Institute

of Advanced Projects, Hawaii. The conference Has held,

to consider what the nature of language
planning might be, what problems it night
be expected to solve, and how it night
shed light on some of the problems that
some social sciences have been trying
to consider. (Preface. Rubin and Jernudd
1e7r.).

4.2 The logic, assumptions and sphere of language planning

Apart

which

from arising out of a

has been identified, the
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dictated by the recognition of language as a societal resource

whose main function is communication.

According to Ferguson (L977:2) there are
:

I

underly.'Ianguage planning. The f irst of

changes in the course of time. The second

in all speech communities evaluate the

two assumptions which

these is that language

is that language users

forms of language they

use. In that respect,

or 'more appropriatet

as 'better I , 'more correct I 
,

either in an absolute sense or
for certain purposes or by particular
people or in certain settings.

Much of the change a language undergoes is related to its

evaluation by the users, and in some cases, to conscious,

deliberate attempts to influence the course of change. That is

done either to effect innovation, to preserve the status cruo ,

or to contribute to the process of change. It is in the area of

deliberate attempts to influence the course of change that the

concept of language planning becomes useful in the analysis and

understanding of language change.

they

than

regard it
i
i

others,

The manner in

language may

idealizations

which native speakers of a

reflect shared values,

or even stereotypes. There

Ianguage evaluate their
individual attitudes,
may exist what Ferguson
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(L977) caIIs 'rationalized evaluation' where a given Iinguistic

form is preferred because it is regarded as consistent with other

related forms, or because it is original or because it 'sounds

better. I Most language planning involves such 'rationalized evaluation.

The sphere of language planning is quite vast and includes

phonology, morphology, syntax, orthography and vocabulary.

Ferguson (L977) distinguishes three categories of language

planning. These are,

(a) graphization, for example spelling and

orthography

(b) standardization

(c) modernization, that is the expansion and

development of the lexicon.

For a better appreciation of the sphere of Ianguage planning it
is useful to distinguish between two types of language planning,

namely status planning and corpus planning. Status planning

refers mainly to the selection of the kind of language to be used

for official purposes in government and educational institutions.
Corpus plannirg, on the other hand, r€Iates to lexical
development, for example the extension of the vocabul&ry, the

creation of terms, codification and standardization.
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Language planning is Iikely to occur in situations where there is
some linguistic diversity.

Given the vast area that is covered by ranguage planning, it is
:

the question of the lexicon that is of particular relevance toj

the present chapter.

4.3 Stages in language planning

\
various stages have been suggested. Tauli (Lg77) rnentions two,

(a) the evaluation of existing language

varieties, and deciding on the basis

of that evaluation the preferred and

favoured variety or varieties

(b) the discovery of the deficiencies
of the language which is targeted

for planning.

Paulston (1984) speaks of determination, deveropment and

implementation. Determination refers to initial decisions abbut a

preferred variety. Development relates to working out means and

strategies to achieve the desired outcomes, for exanple the
preparation of the necessary texts and vocaburary Iists.
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Implementation refers to actual attempts to effect the desired

goals.

Rubin (1984) mentions four stages,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

fact-finding

actual planning

inplementation

feedback or evaluation.

Fact-finding relates to getting relevant background infor-mation

about the situation in which planning is to be effected, for

example the sociolinguistic setting of the intended plan and the

needs of the target group. In an earlier paper Rubin (L977) says

it is important for the tanguage planner to be familiar with the

constraints, tendencies and rationales which existing social,

cultural, political and economic parameters offer.

The second stage, that is actual planning, involves the

establishnent of objectives, the selection of means or strategies

and the prediction of possible outcomes. Various decision-naking

personnel should be involved at this stage.

Implementation is the putting into effect of the proposed plan or

of the planning decisions, for example by schools. The last stage
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or feedback involves the discovery of how well the plan has

worked. Here the planner assesses whether the actual outcome

matches his predicted outcome. Rubin maintains that this is

inportant to know so as to modify strategies to match the
:

predicted outcome. AIl these stages notwithstanding, Rubin

(L98427) warns that it is,

probably not a good thing to think
of planning as a series of steps but
rather to recognize that thesei steps
may come into play at different points
in the planning process.

Haugenrs (L983) steps overlap to some extent with Rubin's. They

are the following,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

norm selection

codification

implementation

elaboration

Norm sel-ection is the selection of a language or variety for

official purposes among competing Ianguages or varieties. Haugen

points out , though, that there is no need for competing in every

case.

Codification refers to the stabilization and standardization of a
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selected norm. fmplementation is the acceptance, the adoption and

the use of the selected and codified norm by government,

government institutions, mass media and so on. Haugen (1983:4)

describes the last stage, namely elaboration, ds,

the expansion of language functions
and the assignment of new codes, such
as scientific and technological.

Elaboration is what is generally referred to as modernization

(Ferguson, L977 ) or intellectualization (Garvin, L973) .

4.4 Problems of language planning

There are a few problems inherent in }anguage planning. Tauli
(L977) mentions at ]east four. Firstly, there is the problem of

the choice of a language variety on which the standard language

is to be based. Secondly, having done that, there is the

establishnent of norms for the standard language. The third
problem is the planning of appropriate improvements, that is the

adaptation of a language or variety to meet new cultural and

social needs, The fourth and last problem is the creation of an

appropriate orthography.

Tau1i (L977 2256) perhaps summarizes some of the ways of obviating

some of the above problems when he says,
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an appropriate Ianguage planning
presupposes that it is based on
the existing structural type of
the respective language and takes
into account the potentialities
of its spontaneous development,
likewise the possibility of directing
the Ianguage toward a more efficient
structural typd.

Fishman (i984) also mentions four problems relating to language

planning, but which are, however, different from Taulirs. There

is , first of aII, the priority problem. What Fishrilan probably

means by this is the prioritization of Ianguage areas to be

addressed in the planning process. Secondly, there is the value

problen. That is, the value content r+ithin which language and

language behaviour are formed. According to this view, language

planning is difficult because it touches on human values, habits

and emotions. As Fishman (1984:50, 52) says,

There is very IittIe empirical
evidence that Ianguage values
(or language attitudes) have been
taken into explicit consideration
in any planning ventures.

Thirdly, there is the role of planners themselves whose job

description has seldom been exanined. The fourth problen is

evaluation, the objective evaluation of success or failure as

reflected,
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in the usage, knowledge and attitudes
of the target populations at whom
language planners and their clients
have been aiming

Nearer home, Reagan (1985) draws attention to the problern of
drawing language boundaries. For example, for language pranning

purposes what counts as a language and what counts as a dialect?
Furthermore, there is the question of how and by whom language

planning goals are decided. This is a very important question

which needs to be addressed seriously in the case of African
Ianguages.

After the foregoing

planning, attention

South Africa.

consideration of some aspects

can now be given to language

of language

planning in

4.5 Language planning in South Africa

rn south Africa, according to du plessis (1985), the tradition of
Ianguage planning can be traced back to the policy of
dutchification appried by the Dutch East rndia cornpany. Then

there followed the policy of anglicization of British governors.

FinalIy, there was the policy of bilingualism which was

introduced by the first Nationalist Government. du Plessis then

goes on to observe that much of language planning which exists at

present in South Africa can, in some way or another, b€ traced to
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this early history.

Academic interest in language planning in South Africa has gained

momentum only recently (Prinsloo 3nd Van Rensburg, 1984). The

study of language planning itself tin South Africa probably owes

its origin to Prinsloo (1984) in his article on Ianguage planning

for South Africa. du Plessis (1987) says overall the study of

language planning in South Africa relates to the concern for the

future of Afrikaans. This is the kind of concern which has been

initiated by the following najor events,

(a) the inauguration of the Afrikaans monument in

t97 5

the outbreak of the Soweto riots in 1976

the publication of the work of Steyn (L980).

(b)

(c)

Ever since, the study of language planning has been dominated by

Afrikaans scholars. One consequence of this development has been

the politicization of language planning. du Plessis (L987) is, in

fact, accurate in his observation that language and

language issues have gradually become one of the nost politicized

aspects of South African Iife.
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4.6 ImPlications

In considering the iurplications of the present study for Ianguage

planning and Ianguage teaching, it is perhaps useful to start

with a consideration of the 'state the artr of language

planning and Ianguage teaching in the : area of African

Ianguages. Because this is such a vast area, attention wiII be

given to language, planning and language teaching as they relate

to\senior secondary school, that is standards eight, nine and ten

and to universities which offer Xhosa as a course. Particular

attention wilI be given to schools which fal1 under the

Department of Education and Training. The reason for doing this

is that the Departnent of Education and Training, albeit with

changing nomenclature over the years, has the longest history of

language planning and language teaching in the area of African

Ianguages.

Because the current study is closer to language study as such

than it is to literature, consideration will be given to language

planning and language teaching as they relate to language usage

and tanguage study. Language study is commonly referred to as

granmar in schools. Mention needs to be made of the fact that the

Department of Education and Training has a common syllabus for

African languages (first language) for senior secondary school'

This means that what applies to Xhosa wiII generally aPply to

other African Ianguages as weII.
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4.7 The 'state of the artr and implications

A consideration of the 'state of the artt in language planning

and language teaching necessitates a consideration of the

relevant aspects of the syllabus for Africah languages in schools
!

and at relevant universities. The syllabus for schools covers

Ianguage usaqe and language study. Language usage covers semantic

aspects with special reference to the following,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

idiomatic expressions

literal and figurative expression

synonyms, antonYms and homonyms

the emotional value of words

one word for a description and vice versa

etymological words, neologisms, analogical

words

adopted words and their usage

selected figures of sPeech

What is meant by 'etymological wordsr is not clear'

Language study, on the other hand, covers speech sounds, selected

sound changes, spell ing, word division, syntactical ,

morphological and semantic characteristics of setected word

categories. OveralL, schools seem to concentrate predominantly on

the study of the formal structure of language, with emphasis on

standard language which is largely undefined.
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An examination of the African language sylabuses of university

departments which offer Xhosa also reveals some preoccupation

with the formal structure of the language. PhonologY, morphology

and syntax seem to enjoy the greatest attention. Syntax seems to

enjoy much attention in predominantly White'universities in

particular, where it is treated in some great detail.

:

Semanticsl and sociolinguistics do not seem to receive much

attention. In fact, the syllabuses of some departments make no

mention of sociolinguistics at all. Where aspects of

sociolinguistics are mentioned, for example Iexical borrowing,

the 'weighting' of those aspects is not clearly indicated in some

cases.

It seems that the existing Xhosa varieties, including rural

urban ones, have to be evaluated carefully. A variety that

reconmended for use can then be based on that evaluation' That

an exercise that would need time and expertise. The expertise

language planners is, on current indications, not very clear'

and

is

is
of

It was pointed out in the discussion of the definition of

language planning that Ianguage planning is based on the

assumption that there is a language problem to be solved' That

presupposes the identification of such a problem' The existence

of rural and urban Xhosa varieties points to one such problem

insofar as standardization and actual conmunication are concerned'
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Alisjahbana (1965: 517) decries

modern Iinguistics in the face

twentieth centurYr and suggests

Africa,

what he calls, 'the failure of

of linguistic problems of the

that 'nev, nations' in Asia and

are interested in the problem of how to change
and mould the phonology, the morphology and the
vocabulary of their Ianguages, so that these
Ianguages not only become an integrating force
but also an adequate vehicle for communication
and progress in the modern wor1d.

fn the light of the language situation which is created by the

existence of rural and urban Xhosa varieties and in the light of

consequent problems, for example standardization and adeguate

communication, it seems that there is a need for some competent

language planning which is based on a proper scientif-c theory,

proper principles and proper methods.

A sound theory of language planning becomes even more

ind.ispensable if it is realized that there is a need to eliminate

the inadeguacies and inconveniences in the vocabulary of Xhosa.

Such inadequacies and inconveniences arise very largely out of

the necessity to adapt Xhosa to modern tines so as to make the

language more efficient.

Language planning must consider facts of language within a fuller

social context. Rubin and Jernudd (L97L:xix) rightly point out
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that, if it is to be neaningful and productive, a theory of

language planning must specify in detail,

what kinds of language planning would be
useful under what circumstances, for what
kinds of people speaking what kinds
of language.

Jernudd ina Das Gupta (197L) make the irnportant point that the

identification and understanding of language problems demands

that focus should be both on linguistic phenomena and also on

the socio-political motivation of language problems. Language

problems, they maintain, can only be understood when they

are related to the more general processes occurring within a

society. consequently, they stress the need for a broader

identification of language problems and see the main task of

language planning as the identification of areas of society which

demand planned action with regard to language resources.

In modern society language is assuming increasing importance' The

theory of language planning that is being suggested is, above

aII, necessitated by the demands of the modern times with their

high technology for example. Problems of terminotogy, which are

real in Xhosa, ES in aII other African languages, also highlight

the importance of a sound and scientific theory of language

planning. Such a theory, Iike any other theory, nust be based on

well-confirmed hypotheses. Partisan inclinations and ideological

considerations need to be guarded against (Cobarrubias, L9B3)'
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The current studY seems to Point

reassessment of the entire African

teaching such Ianguages Plus the

taught need some re-evaluation, a

to the situations for which

(L977:258) warning is perhaps aPt,

to achieve them.

to the need for a careful

Ianguage

content
:clear sta

I

they are

scene. objectives of

of what has to be

tement and relevance

intended. Tauli's

The governmental interference
is not only unsuitable in principle,
but it may even have detrimenta]
effects upon language where authorities
are influenced by amateurish theories.

Paulston ( L984 : 65) rnakes a similar point,

Unfortunately, government officials
do not often base language decisions
on language data, either out of
ignorance or because political
considerations are given prominence.

It seems

strategies

then that there is a need for clarity about goals and

with particul-ar reference to language

the sociolinguistic concern shown in this

situationally and functionally defined varieties can

teaching,

study with

be extremely
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useful. And as Fishman (1968) says, Ianguage teaching should some

day be ready to give up its attachment to the myth of fu1ly

separate and'unvarying languages. That is equally true of Xhosa-

lg77 was perhaps a landmark in the history of the development of

African languages in the Republic of South Africa. The Government

made a major policy decision with regard to African languages.

What was then called the 'Bantu Languages Boardr and its various

committees was disbanded and decentralized. The Department of

Education and Training recommended the creation of new language

boards which were meant to be autonomous.

In theory the responsibility for African languages was given over

to mother tongue speakers. It is, however, not clear how far that

decision has actually been carried out in practice. One sometimes

gets the impression that the Government somehow sti1l has the

kind of foothold which it had in these languages before the

handover.

As far as language planning is concerned it is essential that

mother tongue speakers should be actively involved. There is a

need for tanguage planning to be so designed that it neither

panders to, nor safeguards the interests and sensitivities of,

the ruling group. It has never been very clear to the present

researcher why, for example, the standard ten syllabus includes

phonetics. Candidates are expected to be able to transcribe el-I
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the words of their language phonetically. They are also expected

to be able to describe aII the speech sounds of their language in

terms of their articutatory features. What useful purpose this

phonetic exercise serves for mother tongue speakers at this level

is not clear. The question of who does the planning, and how, is

important and needs to be addressed more seriously than it seems

to be at Present

\

Of course, to be a mother tongue speaker does not n"ce=='arily

qualify one as language planner. The suggestion here is for

mother tongue speakers who are not only academically qualified to

handle their languages, but who also have some teaching

experience. ft is not being suggested that non-mother tongue

speakers cannot make any valuable input into the process of

Ianguage planning. What is being suggested very strongly is that

language planning should first and foremost be the responsibility

of competent mother tongue speakers.

Because Ianguage is part of culture,

essential for decision-makers ( and

decision-makers) to be exposed to the

which }anguage functions.

it seems that it is

With regard to language teaching and language varieties the

following guestions seem to arise,

Ianguage

cultural

planners are

milieu within
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(a)

(b)

(c)

can language varieties be taught?

if so, what exactly about them should be taught?

at what level should they be taught?

Linguistics has tended to neglect the child and the classroom

withl its attendant problems. Shuy (L975:316) is right,

one might seriously ask what good it will do
a child to learn how to tatk about what he has
already learned how to do.

He g:oes on to make the point that the importance of the study of

language varieties Iies in the fact that it makes 'a better

match' with the setting in which a child can be found. The study

of language varieties according to Shuy Q,975:317),

gets to the heart of many problems involving
writing, reading and talking. It is in this
area of variability that answers can be found
to perplexing questions about how to delimit
styles, exactly how to effect acceptability
in school writing and talki.g, how to appreciate
the dynamics of variation in the language of
others....how people set themselves off from
each other through language, oE how subtle
variation between spoken and written language
forms can cause problems in composition or reading.

The answers to the three questions which have been posed above,

namely whether language varieties can be taught, what about them

should be taught and at what level, are not clear. I am not sure
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whether language varieties per se can actually be taught. Not

only are they varied, but they are also ma4y. There are rural and

urban varieties, home ranguages and mother tongue, for exampre. A

clear distinction among these may noL be easy to draw.

The suggestion this thesis wishes to make is that the study of
language varieties in general should be introduced in colleges

of educatj-on where teachers are prepared for their profession.

Emphasis courd be on what language varieties are and on the

various ways in which they manj-fest themselves. Prospective
teachers can then be taught, and acquire the skiIls and the

didactic tools, to handre varieties in the crassroom. For

exampre, in the actual marking, sdy of a letter or a composition,

there could a scale whereby the use of varieties is accommodated

and is not as heavily penalised as it seems to be at present. In
terms of the current study one is thinking of those varieties
which are considered to be non-standard.

It is useful to remember that children are more familiar with the

language to which they are exposed in their immediate

environment. rt is therefore unfair to punish them for a

situation that is neither of their own making nor over something

over which they have no control.
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The suggestion about the introduction of a general study of

language warieties in colleges of education presupposes that the

relevant departments of education will, of course, include that

study in their language planning. It seems that there should be

an adoption of a language policy whereby while language varieties

are not actively encouraged as such, their real existence is

nonetheLess recognized and accommodated.

ft is at university that a detailed study'of language varieties

could be introduced. This cal1s for a detailed study of

sociolinguistics. Aspects such as what language varieties are,

why they occur and how they manifest themselves could be included

in such a study. Consideration could also be given to the

inclusion of such related aspects as speech communities, standard

and non-standard forms.

Although language planning seems to have been glorified in

its own limitations.the present discussion, language planning has

4.8 Limitations of language planning

From the discussion of Ianguage planning so far, it will have

become apparent that language planning involves, if not

presupposes, some change. ft is partly in this aspect of change

that the lirnitations of language planning lie.
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The Ianguage planner has to reckon with and establish the

timitations of change. The language planner, 3s Haugen (1956)

points out, enters the situation of tanguage planning at a given

point in time and space. He reminds us that the first task, which

is not an easy one, is to identify the language in question, that

is the language which is the object of planning.

Furthermore, there are unpredictable

limitations on the predictability of

interests which can run contrary to the

language planning (Rubin, L97L).

variables Which set
i

outcomes and vested

entire exercise of

Perhaps the greatest timitation of language planning is

acceptance. The innovation in language which language planning

may bring may not find easy acceptance by the target population

for which it is intended. There are at least three criteria which

may decide the acceptability of a given Iinguistic innovation.

Firstly, there is its efficiency. That is, ease of Iearning and

use. Second1y, there is the question of adeguacy or the conveying

of information with the desired degree of precision. Lastly,

there is its actual acceptance by the members of society where

planning is taking place.
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4.9 Conclusion

ilhe current study, it SEEMS then, has some implications for

teaching. These are implications

need to re-examine the role of

communication and in the teaching

language planning and

which seem to point

Ianguage varieties in

situation.

language

to the

everyday

ft is important to realize that sociolectal and stylistic
differences will always arise. Alisjahbana, guoted by platt and

Platt (L975:26) makes the apt comment that,

We should only speak of language planning in
a limited sense and for a very special goal.
Nobody should think of planning for all the
language behaviour of all the members of a
nation. Such rigid regimentation would also
mean the end of man as a thinking and free being.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclus ion

The present study set out to investigate the difference between

rural and urban Xhosa varieties against the background of

standard and non-standard forms. Selected aspects of phonology,

syntax and the lexicon have been considered. The basis of the

selection has been the possibility of these aspects being best

suited to the kind of comparison which is the main subject of

this study.

The analysis of rural and urban Xhosa varieties in chapters two

and three has been based partty on the researcher's intuitive
grasp of Xhosa and partly on his experience with the language and

his interaction with its speakers. Because of some of the dangers

that are inherent in such an analysis, for example subjectivity
and the possible inadequacy of oners experience, samples of rural

and urban Xhosa varieties as actually spoken in a real Iife
situation have been included in the appendix. The appendix

follows this chapter

with regard to phonology, the inventory of vowels and consonants

remains essentially the same both in rural and urban Xhosa. In

that respect, there is no significant difference between the two

varieties. There seem to be at least two significant differences.
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Firstry, there is the preponderance of new sound sequences

combinations in urban as against rurar Xhosa. secondly, there

some re-analysis of certain sounds, for example borrowed trl

to be more prone to doing this'kind of re-analysis.

or

is

seem

As

in

far as syntax is concerned, differences in sentence structure
the two varieties are almost non-existent, except perhaps

to adopt foreign expressions for reasonswhere urban Xhosa tends

of style.

It is in the lexicon that some considerable differences exist.
Differences between rural and urban Xhosa varieties are more

noticeable when style is considered. Stylistic features manifest
themselves in the following,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Iexical

the use

slang

semantic

cornages

borrowing or

of calgues or

the use of loan words

Ioan translations

shift

and neologisms.

These stylistic
in rural Xhosa.

the analysis of

features manifest themselves in urban more

seems to be validated bothThis observation

the data in chapters 2 and 3 and also by

than

by

the
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samples which appear in the appendix.

Some observations

noted though that

that are given in

above.

on the appendix are appropriate. It is to be

the appendix does not cover a1I the

the Iist of stylistic features which

aspects

appears

There are some conmon characteristics of rural Xhosa which are

discernible in rnterviews A, B and c in thd appendix. For

example, examples of lexical borrowing are min j.mar, if not
negligible. In most cases, such examples represent instances of
lexical items which have become an integral part of the lexicon
of Xhosa.

In the case of fnterview A between Zekhala and Veveza for
example, there are such established borrowings as idolophu (tor.rn)

from Afrikaans 'dorp I , iwekhshophu (workshop) , iponti (pound

sterring), ikharavan (caravan), ikhitshi (kitchen), ukuravisha
(to Ioad) from Afrikaans 'laair , ipenshini (pension) and

ukubhatala (to pay) from Afrikaans 'betaal_ | .

With regard to Intenriew B

as ukupenshina (to go on

'opgaafr and ilabhorethri

, there are such

pension), rhafa

(Iaboratory).

established borrowings

(pay tax) from Dutch
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Interview C has itrektha (tractor), ikhemesti (chemist), ivenkile
(shop) from Afrikaans 'winkel' , istofu (vaccine) from Afrikaans
'entstofr , amatikiti (tickets) , imeslani (bricklayer) from

Afrikaans 'messel-aar' and bhas (boss) from Afrikaans 'baasf.

The foregoing exarnples of lexical borrowing serve the function of
filring gaps in the vocaburary of Xhosa in that they express

concepts or j-deas r.rhich are very Iargely alien to Xhosa culture.
some of the exampres which have been cited do, however, have

Xhosa equivalents. For exampre, ipenshini (pension), ukupenshina

(to go on pension), ukubhatara (to pay) and itrekhtha (tractor)
have the following respective eguivalents,

umhlalaphantsi

ukudla umhlalaphantsi

ukuhlawula

ugandaganda.

However, lexical items

borrowed ones which have,

Iexicon of Xhosa.

which are used in most cases are the

in fact, become an integral part of the

what about the forlowing exampres? (v, K and N represent the
interviewees) ,
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ndangena ngo-54 (V)

ngomhla wokuqala ku-54

ndizelwe ngo-1931 (K)

andikafiki k!ri-50 (K)
:

I

ndine-5b...apha ku-89

ndi fundidravivinq ( I()

ndisankeliR5 (N)

ayestronqo (N)

(v)

(K)

In the case of Veveza (V), the possibility is that the figures he

guotes in English have somehow probably been hammered into his

head over the years. His competence in numeracy is very

guestionable. For example, although he says he started working in

L954 the year 1989 is, according to him, his seventh.

Khwetshubers (K) case is perhaps slightly different. He says he

has since rnade contact with some agency in Johannesburg and is

Iearning to speak EngIish. That raises the possibility of a

prestige factor in his use of English. It may also account for

the fact that he has no problen with pronouncing [r] in words

such as 'laboratory' and 'driving.' He does not re-analyse them

as tIl.

On his own admission the third interviewee, namely Ngxabane (N),

is illiterate. But he has no problem with the currency, for
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example R5. He also uses avestrongo for ayenamandla.

There is a very common tendency in Xhosa to use English figures

when talking about money. Another possibility in the case of the

two examples which have just been quoted is that Ngxabaners

travels to, and sojourn in, Johannesburg and Cape town exposed

him .to the anglicised versions. The prestige factor cannot be

discounted entirely. Yet another possibility is the difficulty

with counting in Xhosa. Now that it is colnmon to count in large

numbers it has become necessary to learn the English way of

counting.

From a phonological point of view, there is some re-analysis of

the English or Afrikaans trl as tIl. Hence Vevezars khal avan for

'caravan. t There is also some re-analysis of tOl of thousand as

aspirated tthl. An interesting example is that of inkwali which

is some curious re-analysis of 'quarryt but which, in fact,

conveys a completely different meaning. Inkwali can either mean

the outer edge of the hand and foot or the red-necked pheasant.

of slang, ds in theLastly, there is

following utterance

an isolated examPle

by Khwetshube where he uses iqem,

Imfuyo yaphela kweYa qem

(Stock got finished durinq... )
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Rural Xhosa then, dS confirmed by the data in the appendix, shows

the following characteristics,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

minimal lexical borrowing

ilo code-switching

phonological re-analysis of some sounds

some isolated use of slang.

By contrast, urban Xhosa makes extensive uselof lexical borrowing

and code-switching. A cursory glance at the underlined examples

of these aspects in the appendix proves this point.

Examples of lexical borrowing include the following,

awunawuzuyiplane (you cannot plan it)

ebhenishiwe (banned or banished)

ilokishi (location, township)

khathela ( cut a curve towards... )

unoteksi (taxi driver or owner)

iqenqe (gang, guys)

sabhovikhotha (we boycotted)

The following are some of the examples of code-switching,

N. For instance xa usondela kwi-blind rise...
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Urban Xhosa

some sounds.

( For instance when you approach a blind rise.. . )

And enyinto ibingeninzanga i-traffic.. .

( And also the traffic was not much)

Kodwa ke more than anything else....

( But then, more than anything else.. .. )

S. Sabhoyikhotha ixesha elide. A better part of the

year. . . . sabuya ngokubhala nje kwi-second semester. . .

(We went on boycott for a long tirne. A better

part of the year...and came back only to

write during the second semester).

P. Ufurnanisukuba u-uneasy njengokuba elapha kwi-

witness box...

(You find that one is uneasy as one stands in

the witness box).

I-'processing aid' kuxa usuwisha umntu

engekho, like umntu engekho kule jurisdiction.

(Processing aid . . . is when one sues a person

who is away, ds when one is not under the

relevant area of jurisdiction).

shows no signs

For example, Ir]

of any pironological re-analysis of

is pronounced as such in all cases

where it occurs,
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i'trick
i-experience

i-processing

i-traffic
aid

with regard to the thesis as a whole,

semantic shift and neologisms seems to

urban than of rural Xhosa. Some of the

of these stYlistic features are,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

use of calques, slang,the

be more characteristic of

for the emPloYmentreasons

Overall then, both rural and urban Xhosa varieties are

characterized by Iexical borrowing but in varying degrees'

Lexical borrowing is not essentially bad and can, in some cases,

be inevitable. Indeed, it is doubtful whether any language can

survive without some form of borrowing'

prestige

the display of erudition and wide travel

the filling of gaPS in the vocabulary of Xhosa

borrowed terms and code-switching, in particular'

come easily to mind

overall exposure to foreign cultural influences.

that overall differences between rural and urban

in fact, a great deal ofare not absolute. There is,
It seems

varieties
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overlapping between the two varieties. It seems that the best way

to characterize the difference between the two varieties is to
think of a continuum where the two varieties find some

representation with differences and overrapping between them.

The guestion of standard and non-standard forms is problematic.
The main problem lies in an accurate characterization of these

forms. standard and non-standard forms, it seems, cannot be

defined with any precision. A consideration of these forms in
this study reveals as much. Flexibirity is, above arr, what is
needed in any attempt at delineating these forms. rn spite of
this problem of definition, rural Xhosa varieties seem to be

nearer the standard form in the vast majority of cases.

Khubchandani (1984) ruakes the point that it is a nyth to regard
language as having a uniform and homogeneous structure. He

observes that contemporary research shows that language may be a

combination or conglomeration of different varieties. These

varieties have diverse and heterogeneous structures. This point
is taken for it has iurprications for ranguage planning and

Ianguage teaching.

This thesis has

It is suggested

the handling of

that careful consideration

these varieties in drawing

needs to be given

up the syllabus

been looking at rural and urban Xhosa varieties.

to

for
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Xhosa and in laying down the rules and content of what has to be

examined. with such a plethora of varieties it is rather
idearistic, if not unwise, for a speech community to identify
itself through p standard ranguage....a standard language whose

:

definition is not only vague but also imprecise.

And now for some recommendations. we start with standard and non-

standard forms. The position with regard to African languages at
present, and with particular reference to standardization, is
that Language Boards make final decisions on these matters,
especially with regard to schools

It is sometimes not very clear on what grounds

decisions. For example, the pronunciation of the

underlined in the following Xhosa and and

respectively, is similar,

Xhosa : isithsaba (a crown)

Sesotho : setshaba ( a crown)

Xhosa :

they make some

sound that is
Sesotho words

Sesotho

irhamba

: se]<go

(puffadder)

( spider)

Although the pronunciation of these sounds is the same in both

Ianguages, their orthographic representation is different.
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perhaps the difference does not really matter. rt may be argued

that, after aII, one of the characteristics of language is

arbitrariness. Nevertheress, the difference can be confusing.

A situation such ,as the above, and other sirnilar ones, ca}ls for
a few things. Firstly, it seems that there is a need for closer
liaison among the various African Language Boards. The liaison is
being suggested in spite of the fact that each language nay have

its own distinctive features.

Secondly, The composition of Language Boards needs some closer
examination. Language is the soul of its speakers. rt is
therefore too precious a commodity to be left in the hands of

Persons who are not properly gualified to handle it. Academic

gualifications, especially postgraduate, and teaching experience

should be some of the qualifications that are considered for
menbership of Language Boards.

Thirdly, and perhaps related to the second point above, Language

Boards need to broaden their base. while the input of comoetent

linguists cannot be overemphasized, it is egually important to
note that nobody has absorute truth. rt seems, then, that it is
necessary for Language Boards not only to vary but also to extend

their composition by consulting and Iiaising with speakers in the

market place, dS it were. This is a calr for a greater
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involvement of a cross section of the speakers : teachers, pupils

and students plus the ordinary man in the street.

ft is perhgPs very largely in this way that more meaningful

results can emerge in atI the deliberations about

standardization. rt is only after some thorough research,

incruding the sampring of terms with a variety of .speakers, that
a decision can be made about standardizing a term.

Fourthly, there is a need for some central standardization body

which consists of members fron various Language Boards. Such a

central body could, through research, help in laying down some

policy guidelines for standardization. Such policy guidelines

could then be considered by the various Language Boards.

What about language planning and teaching?

In this study language teaching is taken to be part of language

planning. There are two questions which need to be addressed with

regard to language planning in Xhosa. These are who does the

planning and how. As with standardization so with la.nguage

planning, decisions that are taken have to be based on some

empiricat research. That means, among other things, language

planners must be qualified to do their work. They rnust know

what language planning is alI about.
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Language planning rel.ates to education. Hence the

education specialists, including specialists

educational psychology, is essential.

involvement of

in chitd and

There is p broad spectrum of linguistic variation in Xhosa.

Speakers have'alternatives at their disposal and make their

choice from available alternatives. It is such alternatives which

make language planning possible. It is also against the

background of such alternatives that language planning has to

take pIace. The content and method of language teaching also has

to reckon with these alternatives.

A balance needs to be struck between two approaches to language

teaching. These are the instrumental and sociol inguistic

approaches. The instrumental approach sees language as a tool and

regards communication as being easier if it is standardized. This

approach aims at improving the aesthetic and functional

characteristics of a language as a tool or instrument. It also

regards some languages as being better than others.

The sociolinguistic approach, oD the other hand, regards language

as a resource which can be employed to improve social life

(Fasold, L984). Language planning in Xhosa has tended to adhere
\

rather tenaciously to the instrumentalist approach.
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possible areas for future research include Iinguistic change

across age groups, sex differences in Ianguage and ttome language.

Other areas are those which have been suggested by the STANON

:
prograpme of the Human Sciences Research Council, fot example

:

colloguial varieties outside the home and standard varieties in

and outside school.

We conclude

(L98L:15) on

this thesis with the words of Jean Aitchison

the inevitability of language change r '

In a world where humans grow old, tadpoles

change into frogs, and rnilk turns into cheese,

it would strange if language alone remained

unaltered.
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Appendix

Interviews

The first set of interviews, and which is markeO A, B, and C,

represents in t.he main what the researcher regards as rural
l

Xhosa. A1I the interviewees have been Ieast exposed to Western

influences and experiences which are very largely found in urban

speech communities. the interviewees have spent almost aII their

]ives in rural areas. They are also illiterate and red-blanketed.

The interviewer, Zekhala Ggwetha, works with the

Umtata General Hospital in Umtata. He is therefore

interviewees at

no stranger to

when thesethem. The researcher himself

interviews were conducted. 'Lab.

staf f of Um+-ata General Hospital.

was not present

people' refers to the laboratorY

Rural folk, and to a lesser extent urban folk as we1l, are

commonly calIed by their clan names, iziduko. Hence Veveza or

K6etshe, Khwetshube and Ngxabane respectively, in the interviews

which are about to follow. 'Zt represents Zekha1a, the

-------! 
5L^ .:-+^-r'iAY-rAA-interviewer, while 'Vr, 'K', and 'Nr represent the interviewees

Veveza, Khwetshube and Ngxabane, respectively. Translations

appear in brackets.
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fnterview A : Zekhala and Veveza

V. Hayi ke bantu base-I-ebh,-, kangangokuba nenjenje ndingacingi

ukuba ningenjenje konke. Kuthe kanti nyhani xa uhleli nabantu

bayakuthanda. Khangeluba ndisithi, €h, namaxa ndizapha ndithi

ngoku xa bebendize nenkosikazi yam izobona nayo ukuba tyhini aba

bantu baselebh kuthe kanti bayamthanda umntu. Heke! Phofu nam

nangoku ndiza kulitsho nam elo gama ndithi, Abantu baselebh

njengoba uyibona 1e nto isuka kubo, kubantu baselebh. Kuba

nangela xesha ndithi masihambe bendingazi phofu ukuba kuza kuba

nje-

Bendisithi nje masihambe nje ukubheka edolophini. Wathi ke wena

ke, Hayi, noko makhe ndiyogqiba ingca yam. Kwekh! Hayi bo, noko

andinaluphosa olu suku. I

Hayi ke, ndayeka ke noko. Phofu ndibonuba naye akho nto akuyo.

Akukho nto athe ulwile kutheni. Heke! Ndiyabulela kakhulu, bantu

baselebh. Kuthe kanti nyhani bendihleli nabantu abandithandayo.

Ndisitsho nje ndiyingwevu kakhulu gqitha. Ndinerninyaka ndilapha.

Khangela, ukungena apha ndangena ngo-54 ngonhla wokuqala..ku-54

ngoJanuwali, ngomhla wesixhenxe aphekhaya. Ukungena aphekhaya.

Heke! Nyhani ke ndizothi nje Iona unyaka ibiza ngunhla....ibiza
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kuba ngunyaka wesixhenxe. Mithandathu yona endiyiqqibileyo' Ibiza

kuba ngunyaka wesixhenxe 1o ndiphume phakathi kuwo' Heke!

Ndisitsho nje kangangokuba nam ngokwam ndinexesha elikhulu

ndikhona.

Mandithi naseminyakeni ndazalwa mna nangalaa mfazwe yamaJalimani'

Ieya yokuqala ukuqaleka kwayo. Ndinamashumi asixhenxe

anesixhenxe...Bendiza kuthi anesibhozo. Andikawugqibi Iona'

Ndiyaphela ke aPho.

(v. weII, Iab. people, you have done what I did not think you

could do. Indeed, when you live with people they like you' I wish

I had brought my wife along so that she could see that these lab'

people real}y like one. Nevertheless, I shall tell her that the

present she will see is from the lab. people' I did not know that

\.rhen I asked her to come with me there would be such an occasion'

I was merely asking her to 9o with me to town'

She said, 'Let me go and finish up the cutting of the grass for

thatching. Oh, no! I cannot miss this day"

And so I left her alone and realized that she had nothing against

ny going. She is not fighting.

Right! Lab. people, I wish to thank you very much. Indeed, I have

been with people who like ne. I am a very old man' f have long

been here. I started working here in Lg54 on the first day"' on

7 January 1954. Right! In actual fact, this year would have been

ny seventh. I have completed six. This year, which I have not
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completed, would have been the seventh. Right! I have lived for a

very Iong time. I was born during the German war, at the

beginning of the first World War. I am 77 . I would be 78, but I ,

have not completed this year yet.; Let me stop there)

Z. Veveza! Njengabantu besikhona apha ukuqaleka kweli theko

Iakho, kuye kwakho into yokuba ikharavan yenze into

engazangiyenze, into yokuwa kwayo. YaveIe yawa,. kwayinyikima nje

konke apha ngaphakathi. Loo nto ayiqhelekanga

(Veveza, ds the people who were here at the beginningi of your

function, something happened to the caravan. And that has never

happened before. It fe}l off its stand. There was some commotion

inside. The collapsing of the caravan is unusual).

V. Ayiqhelekanga.

(It is unusual).

Z. Uyithatha njani vrena loo nto, Veveza, yokuthi yenzeke ngalo

nhla inguwe owenzelwa eIi theko?

(How do you regard such an occurrence on a day when there is a

function that is held in your honour?)

V. Mandithi ke mna ndiyithatha ngokokuba njengokuba ndingumntu

omkhulu osekudala ekho. . .

(I take it that as an elderly person who has long been in this life..)

Z._ Ewe.

(Yes)

V. Kuba njengokuba isiwa nje Ie kh,alavan ixeluba andimbanga.

Nantso kel Igungguke kwizinto ebeziniliselwe yona ngokunyathela

kwam, kuba ndingunntu omkhulu.
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(Because the collapsing of the caravan indicates that I am not

bad. Thatts it. It fell because I am an elderly person)

L Ewe.

(I see)

V. Nantso kel

(That's it)

Z. Khawubalise k€, Veveza, njengomntu omdala usicacisele ke

ngesi sibhedlela ubuphangela kuso, ukuba wena usiqale sinjani.

(Please teII us as an elderly person, about this hospital where

you have been working. What was it like when you started?)

V. Utshunyanise ke, mntanenkosi. Esi sibhedlela ndasiqala

sisamkela iiponti ezintlanu ngenyanga.

(Right, oId guyl When I started I was earning five pounds a

rnonth)

V. Ewe. Konke kudeske kuze nangoku kuze kuthi iiponti

ez intandathu nangepon'Ll ez is ixhenxe i z inyukela. Heke !

Ndibesewekhshophu ndade ndasekhitshini.

(Yes. Then it went up to six pounds and then to seven. I

at the workshop and ended at the kitchen)

z. 8...
(I see)

V. Kanti apho ndandiqale khona, ndandiqale kusekhwinkwali

started

ngentla. Ndaqala

indlela....

kuloo nkwali. Ewe, simane silayisha ke

ngapha

sisenza

(I actually started at a guarry. We used to load trucks and work

on roads).
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Z- Ewe.

(Yes).

V. . . . zesibhedlela. Ndabuyapho ke ngokuna ndasekhitshini.

Ndabuyapho ke ekhitshini ndeza apha ke ngoku kule lebh.

(...hospital roads. From there I worked in thd kitchen. Frorn the
'

kitchen I came to the Iab).

Z. Ewe.

(I see) .

V. Ukuphuna kwam kule Iebh ndiphume ngokuske ke ngoku ndigoduke.

(I left the Iab. on retirernent).

Z. Khetshe, ungumntu osengaka ngoku. Uneminyaka engaka uphangela

apha. Aba bantu ubashiydyo, ubashiya nelithini ilizwi ukuze nabo

bafikelele kule ndawo ufikelele kuyo nawe?

(Khetshe, you are now such an old person. You have been working

here for several years. What message do you wish to leave with

those who are remaining behind so that they can also attain your

age? )

V. He..ke! Aba bantu ndibashiyayo ndibashiya ngelithi kulo mzi

wasekhaya, bebengangathi bangabi nanto ziurbi. Bangabi nanto

zilile1wa ngabantu. Bangabi nanyembezi, e.. apha bahamba khona,

kuba mna nangoku njengokuba ndihambapha nje akukho nyernbezi emva

kwam.

(Right! My message is that I wish they do not do bad things. t{ay

they not make other people suffer! Let there be no

tears..eh..wherever they go, because as I am leaving I am not

Ieaving any trail of tears behind me).
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Z. E. . we.

(Ye. . s) .

v. Hayi, akukho nyembezi emva kwam, toti de ndibeske ndiphume

nje apha. Akukho nto indililelayo nalapha. Ekuthathumntu, hayi

ndathathimali yakhe ndemka nayo andamnika. 
' 

,

(No there are no tears behind me. That has been so until now. No

one is complaining about me. one can clain that f borrowed

money and then }eft without repaying it).

Z. E..we. Awunatyala?

(Ye..s. You do not owe anyone any money?)

V. Andinatyala njengoba ndilapha nje. Kangangokuba naphaya

emakhaya, kulaa ndawo ndikuyo phaya kule ndawo kuthiwa

kuseluthuthu. .

(As you see me now f have no financial debt, even where I live at

Luthuthu) .

Z. E. . we.

(Ye...s).

V. E, kuMpheko kuba ke iluthuthu sisixeko soMpheko, andinatyala

Iamntu. Ndingenanto umntu xa athethayo athi mna ndakha ndeba

negusha yakhe netakane Iakhe

(Eh, at litpheko because Luthuthu is in Mpheko, I do not owe anyone

money. No one can claim that I stole even a sheep of his or even

a calf).

Z. E. . we.

(Ye...s).
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V= Hayi, ndingumntu nje.

(I am an ordinarY Person) '

z. oziPhite1aYo.

(who is indePendent? 
,'

V. Oziphilelayo. Ndiziphilela ngamandla wam, kubar nangoku

ndideske ndimke nje apha ndimka nd'iphila ngamandla wam' ukuba

ngaba uphila ngamandlakho, uYd kuphila nagioku kuba akukho mntu uza

kushwabushwabulela. rnto eyenzuba mawube ngumkhohloba

kukushwatyulelwa ngabantu, abesithi umntu, 'Kwowu, IOWa

wandenz intethile ! I

(who is independent. I exist through my own efforts, even up to

this moment of my retirement. If you Iive through your own

efforts no one witl readily curse you. when people curse You' you

become a wreck. People should. not sdY, 'Goodness, that one did

this or that to me.l

Z. E. . we.

(Ye. . s) .

V. Uhamba nje uyalathwa, 'Lowa wandenzintethile' Ngangaske abe

yintethile.r. Kanti ke xa ungazange wenze ntimbi nntwini, akukho

mntu uya zubekwatatha esith, 'Lowa wandenzintethile'r Hayi'

uzihlalela nje. Uthasakubonumntu atshaske abe nobubele nguwe kuba

uyayazi intokuba awuzange umone nganto. Awunatyala lamntu' umntu

namaxa akunika inali uyayazi uba Ie mali uza kuyizisa ngoku'

(As you move about people point a finger at you and SdY, 'That

onewronged.me.Woeuntohim!lAndyetwhenyouhavenever
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wronged anyone no one wiII point a finger at you and accuse you

of having wronged him. No. You ,relax. So much so that people

become kind to you because they know that you have never wronged

|hem. You are not indebted to anyone for anything. Even when one

lends you money, one does so in the knowledge that you will pay

it back).

Z. E..we. Ngoku ke, Khetshe, nangu umsebenzi uphela ngolu hlobo

usisiwa kr+ipenshini. Njengokuba uza kuhlala nje, loo nto

ithethuba ubomi bakho buphelile awuzuphinduthini, awuzuthini.

Uzoguga njengesiziba?

(Ye..s. Now then, Khetshe, your working career is coming to an

end and here you are going on pensi-on. Now that you are retiring

does that mean the end of your life? Are you going to be inactive

and merely wither away?)

V. Njengokuba ndizawulahla nje?

(Now that I am retiring?)

Z. Ewe.

(Yes)

V. Hayi, ngaphandlubumntuthi, 'Khawundenzelintethile! I

Ndiyenze. Aske andibhatalubuyandibhatala.

(No, unless someone asks me to do some odd job for him. I shall

do it. And he will pay me if he wants to).

Z. Mahle Ia mazwi uwathethileyo. Noko kuyacacuba ivela engwevini

yonke Ie nto.

(The words you have spoken are fine. Indeed, it is clear that all

this comes from a sage).
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Interview B : Zekhala and Khwetshube.

z. E, tatuKhwetshube!

( Khwetshube, Sir! )

K. Mhlekazi!

( sir! )

Z. E, iintsuku nakuwe sezihambile.

( You are also advanced in years)

K. Kunjalo.

(That is so)

Z. UlGretshe uhambile.

(Khetshe has gone)

K. Kunjalo.

(That is so)

Z. Ukuba kungenzeka ke ngoku nawe kuthiwe mawuharnbe, ungathini?

(If you lrere also to be asked to retire, what would you say?)

K. Ukuba kungenzeka ukuba kuthiwe mandihanbe?

(If I were to be asked to retire?)

Z. Ewe.

(Yes)

K. Ndinokufaka isikhalazo kuba andikawadibanisi amashumi

amathandathu.

(I can lodge a complaint because I am not yet 60)

Z. E. . we.

(Ye. . . s)
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Z- Ngoba wena wazalwa nini?

(And when ldere you born? )

K. Ngoba mna ndizelwe ngo-I931.

(I was born in 1931)
l

Z. Oo...Awukabi mdala kakhulu?

(Oh, you are not very old?)

K. Andikafiki kwi-eo. Ndine-58 ngoku endiyigqibayo apha

ku-89.

(I am not 60 yet. I am completing 5,9 during this year L989)

Z. Oo... Wena ke ngoku njengokuba noko sewuyindoda eseyiqinile

nje, malungiselelo mani owenzileyo ukwenzela ukuba 1e ntuba

kuthi xa kufike into enje ngale eyenzeke kuVeveza kube njalo

nakuwe?

(Now that you are guite advanced in years, what arrangements have

you made so that what has happened to Veveza does not happen to

you? )

K. Amalungiselelo endivralungisel€yo, ndakhe umzi. Eyesibini

indawo, Ddifundidravivinq uba zendikwazukudlisonka nokuba

sendipenshene.

(The arrangements I have rnade include building a home. Secondly I

am }earning driving so as to earn a living even when I am on

pension)

Z. Oo... Njengoba usandufika apha, ngeli thuba ungekho, ngeli

thuba ubusekhayeni, ubuphila njani?

(Now that you have recently arrived here, before that when you

were at home, how did you earn a living?)
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K. Ngoku ::'i::r-l Lngekezi apha eMtara ndisekhayeni, indLelebendiphila
ngayo ben'iikhandarnayezesiXhosa ndiphila ngawo, ndirhaf a ngawo,

ndizembathisa ndifundisa ngaerabantwana.

(Before r came to untata and whire r was at home, r earned a

living by dispensing, Xhosa medicines. That enabred me to pay

taxes, to clothe myself and to educate my children)
Z. E..we.

(Ye..s)

K. Loo nali yoomayeza esixhosa. Ke ngoku s'endiziqhagamshele

neJohanasbheg, ngoku ndilaphelabhorethri. Ndifunda isiLungu
eJohanasbheg. Iincwadi zam zihambile, namagamabhekeJohanasbheg.

Ndifuna ukufunda isilungu.
(The money from those Xhosa medicines. Since f have been at the
laboratory, r have now got in touch with Johannesburg. r am

learning to speak English through Johannesburg. My documents and

ny particulars have been sent to Johannesburg. I want to learn
how to speak English)

Z. Imfuyo yona, kunjani ekhaya?

(What about livestock at home?)

K.. Imfuyo yandiphelela kweya gem bekunetha imvulenkulu
kwanyukamangcwaba, iibhokisi zamangcwaba eMzimkulu. yafa yaphela

neenkomezisixhenxe ngaphezulu. Andinayo negusha. Andinayo nebhokhwe.

(The livestock got finished during the heavy rains when corpses

and coffins got exhurned in Umzimkulu. The stock all died. That

included seven beasts. r do not even have a single sheep. Not

even a goat).
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Interview C : Zekhala and Ngxabane

Z. Le threktha tatuNgxabane, wawuyithengaphi?

(Honourable Ngxabane, where did you buy this tractor?)

N. Ndandiyithenge Homnyumfana phayeXhwili.

(I bought it from a young man at Xhwili)

Z. Mh! Lo mfana u. . .ushishina ngayo?

(Does this man use it for business?, 
,N. Ewe, ushi.. usebenzisa zona. i

(Yes, h€ uses it)

Z. E, wayithenga ngamalini?

(Eh, how much did you buy it for?)

N. Fayifa. . .Ndakhupha fayifathawuzeni.

(Five...I paid five thousand)

Z. 5O00? Iyhuu! Wayibhatala yonke ngexeshelinye?

(5000? Goodness! Did you pay it aII at once?)

N. Ngexeshelinye ifayifathawuzeni.

(AI1 at once. 5000)

Z. Loo mali wawuyifumanaphemsebenzini?

(Did you get all that money from your earnings?)

N. Hayi, ndandingayifumanaphemsebenzini kuphela. Incinci

eyasemsebenzini. Andifundanga nokufunda.

(No. I did not get it from ny earnings only. Hy earnings are

meagre. I arn not even literate

z. Kodwa Lrena uneegusha ezininzi. Ungacebisa ntoni nam zendibe

neegusha ezininzi?
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(But you have many sheep. What advice can you gi'ue me so that I

can have as many?

N. Hayi k€, icebo eli lona . into yecebo ayikho kakuhle,

ngoba icebo...

(WeII, ds for advice...I do not realIy have one, because the

advice.. )

z. l,Ih !

(Mh! )

N. Kukuba uzilandele.

(Is to care for them)

Z. E..we. Uzoluse.

(Ye..s. And look after them)

N. Uzo1use. Ayikokuthwala.

(And look after them. It j-s not to fortify oneself with Xhosa

nedicines)

N. Kwakhiyeza endilifumanayo Iokuz:-seza ize ziqhubeke zibe

ngaka.

(I got a certain rnedicine which I gave them to drink so that they

could be so many)

Z. O. . o.. .Wawulifumenemntwini wesiXhosa?

(Did you get it from a traditional medicine nan?)

N. Ndalifumanekhemesti, evenkileni ukwenzelukuba iigusha
z ingafi .

(I got it from a chemist, dt a shop so that the sheep should not

die)
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L- Yintoni? Istofu sakho Yintoni?

(what..? What is Your vaccine?)

N. Istofu sam andisazi ukuba siyintoni amagamaso. Nditofa nje

ngala mayeza ndimanukuwafumanaphedolophini.
j

(I do not know its name. I nerely use the medicines I get from

town)

7,. Awukazupenshina?

(You are not going on pension Yet?) 
'

N. No..ko..

( we..11)

Z. Bendikhe ndakuva ngelinyithuba tatuNgxabane uthetha

ngendaba yaseKapa. Wawusithi eKapa kwakutheni? Wawusebenza ntoni?

(At one point, honourable Ngxabane, I heard you talk about Cape

Town. What did you say about Cape Town? What kind of work did you

do there?

N. EKapa ndandisebenza....NdiqaleRhawutini, sendimdala emgodini.

Ndasebenz inyanga ez il ishumi . Ishumel inambini . Alnatikiti al ishurni .

Anatikiti yayingamashumanathathu eentsuku-

(I worked in Cape Town...I started in Johannesburq in the mines

and I was old. I worked for ten months. For twelve months. Ten

tickets. Tickets were an equivalent of thirty days)

Z. Anatikiti YintebunYanga?

(Tickets are roughlY a month each?)

N. Ndathenga iinkornezimbini, kungekho nkomekhaya.

(I bought two beasts, there being no beasts at home)

z. Yayiyinalini inkomo ngelo xesha?

(How much was a beast then?)
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N. Yayizipontezimbini.

(It was two pounds)

Z. Yiyiphi enye indawo okhe wasebenza kuyo?

(At which other place did you work?)

N. KuseKapa.

(In Cape Town)

Z. Ewe. Khawutsho NgeKapa?

(Yes. Please tell us about Cape Town?)

N. EKapa ndandisamkeli-Rs.

( f n Cape Town I vras getting R5 )

Z. Ngemini? Ngeveki?

(A day? A week? )

N. Ngeveki..

(A week)

Z. Ernz ini oyintoni?

(In what kind of business?)

N. Imeslani.

(At a bricklayer's)

Z. AyenjanamaBhulu ngelo xesha?

(How nere the Boers during that time?)

N. Aye-stronqo gqitha.

(They were very strong)

Z. E. . we.

(Ye. . s)

Z. Oo.. Ayestronqo gqitha.

(Oh, they were very strong)
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Z. E..we.

(Ye..s)

N. Hayi, YaYingobhas nYhani'

(Nay, theY were real bosses)
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The following sets of interviews represent what is considered to

be urban Xhosa for purposes of the present study. The interviewer

in the first set is Zekhala Ggweta (z). In the remaining two sets

the interviewer is the researcher (R) himself.

The interviewees Ngenisile (N) and Phaphama (P)

Ngangelizwe Township, Umtata. Siphetho (S) Iives in

Township, Kingwilliamstown. The three interviewees have

I ive in
Ginsberg

Iived in

thesei urban areas ever since they were born.

Except for the interviewers whose abbreviated names are

underlined, aI1 the other underlined words represent

codeswitching and lexical borrowings. Translations appear in

brackets.

Interview D Zekhala and Ngenisile.

Z. Kodwa indima ye-accident nyhani inzima. Yenzeka ngohlobo

oLu... Awunawuzuyiplane tu tu tu.

(The question of an accident is a difficult one. It happens in a

way.... You cannot plan it at aII)

N. Awunawuzuyi@. tu. But u.. ungazizamela. Into

endiyibonayo. . . f-trick endiyibonayo endleleni mna, Nkomoshe,

ngalo lonke ixesha Iindela

Ungaqhubi ngathi uwedwa nje.

r-accl ent. Ungaqhubi uha1ala.
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(you cannot plan it at alI. But you can try (to prevent its

occurrence). The trick that I see when you are on the road is to

expect an accident aII the time. Do not relax too much' Do not

!

N. For instance xa usondela kwi-blind rise. 
"'

(For instance when you are approaching a blind rise... )

Z. Kufuneka wazi, ujonge ne-road markinqs ezi'

(You must be aware and observe the road narkings)

N. Yha. ulindele ukuba hayi ikho imoto engathi gqi phaya kanene'

Isi-stupid yona. So wazi ukuba ngoku ndiza kutya ngapha mpela'

(Yes. And expect a car to appear. It nay act stupidly. so know

which way to go)

z. Kwekh! Kodwa ke ezi ndlela zinkulu ziyanceda sometimes

because ukuba Iaa ndlela ibincinci... ..an\rwav ngendingakhanga

ndi-ovathevikhe ukuba Iaa ndleIa ibincinci apha.

(Goodness! But these wide roads are helpful sometimes because if

that road were narrow...anyway I would not have overtaken if that

road were narrow)

N. Yha, yha. Ifanele kaloku ivuliwe. And enyinto ibingeninzanga

I -traf fic. Inye nje into bendiza kungxolisela yona, Nkomoshe'

uyabona phayeMthentu, 1€ line iphakathi yezibalekayo.

(Yes, y€s. Of course it is wide. And also traffic was not heavy'

There is sourething I wish to rebuke you for, Nkomoshe' You see'

at l,tthentu the rniddle lane is for fast cars)

Z. YezibalekaYo.

(For fast cars)
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N. Ezibheka ngapha, €zibhekeMonti zine-Iine enye.

(Going this Hdy, those going to East London have one rane)

Z. Eziya ngapha. Kukho laa ndlela yesithuthuthu.
(The ones going this way. There is a rane for motorbikes)

N. Hayi k€, yiyeke leyo. EzibhekeMonti yi-Iine inye.

(No, leave that one. Those going to East London have one rane)

Z. Xa unyuka yi-double line.
(When you go up there is a double lane)

N. Xa unyuka.

(When you go up)

Z. Yeyezi-fast nezi-slow.

(It is for fast and slow cars)

N. Xa ubhekeMonti.

(When you go to East London)

Z. E... Xa uza nganeno. Then xa ubhekeMonti i-line inye.

(Eh, when you are coming this way)

N. Heke! Unento yokuhlala kule line i-fast ke wena.

(Right! You are in the habit of sticking to the fast lane)

Z. Hayi ndijonga ngemva.

(No, I check [vehic]es coming froml behind)

N. Kanti ke... suza kule line ka-slow.

Iqenge iyakhathela kule Iine.
(But then... do not go to the slow }ane. Guys like to cut curves

in that lane)

Z. Oo. . . .Ngoku irnnandi kangaka, Sukude.

(Oh no, not when it is so pleasant, Sukude)
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N. Hayi yincame. Hamba ngentsimbi.

(No. Give it up. Move close to the side rails)

Z. rJyaziqondezantsimbi zikude? Uba ungaqhwanyaza nje, yenyinto

leyo. 
!

(Are you aware that those side rails are far? Within the

twinkling of an eye you can find yourself in trouble)

N. Kodwa ke zinyamezele. Le qenqe yonoteksi ikhathela kuwe.

(But then you just have to be patient. Taxi drivers cut curves

and move towards you)

Z. Then ke, Sukude, kulapho ndiza kubaleka khona.

(Then, Sukude, it is then that I shall run away)

N. Hayi, kodwa ndimncomile laa M1ungu ube fast ukucinga.

(But I take my hat off that White man. He thought fast)

Z. Ukucinga. Yha.

(Yes. He thought fast)

N. Because ebesecingile nokuyecaleni.

(Because he had already thought of moving aside)

Z. Ebesecingile nokuyecaleni.

(He had already thought of moving aside)

N. Yha.

(Yes)

Z. Wabonuba hayi undivulele Io mfo.

(And realized that I had allowed him to pass)

N. Kodwa ke, more than anvthinq else i-truck inzima, Nkomoshe.

(But then, more than anything eIse, a truck is' difficult to

contend witn, Nkomoshe)
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Z. Yho!

( Indeed)

N. Kunzima ukuyi-ovathevikha i-truck. Indawo yokuqala

iyabalekitruck. Ungayidela

(It is difficult to overtake a truck. In the first place a ,truck

is fast. You may find yourself looking down on it)

Z. E..we.

(Ye. . s) i

N. Because okusithi 120 i-truck isithi 1oo.

(Because you kept to L20km while the truck kept to L00km)

Interview E : Researcher and Siphetho

R. Khawutsho, yintoni ongathi inomdla ngeGinsberg?

(what would you say is interesting about Ginsberg?)

S. I-experience yam ngeGinsberg....Mandithi akho ndawo

ndingayaziyo phaya. Ndikhulele phaya and....especiaIlY ezi

ke...Izinto zenzeke sendithe gwa noko.

(My experience about Ginsberg...There isntt anything that I do

not know there. I grew up there and..especially...Incidents

occurred when I was already grown-up)

R. Ktrawutsho, z into z ini ez imbalwa n j e ongathi mhlawunbi

z inorndla?

(What, would you Sdy, are a few interesting things perhaps?)

S. Mandithi aphekuhlaleni ezona zinto ezenzekayo ngeli 1am
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ixesha, ku1eli xesha kanye Io kaBiko ephaya eGinsberg emveni ke

ebhenishiwe kwathiwa makagoduke. Zininzi gqitha izinto ezenzekayo

phaya, kangangokuba... 
:

(My tirne coincided with Biko's in Ginsberg aftef he had been

banned and banished to his home. Many things happened there, So

much so that... )

R. Khawutsho kulo mbhenisho wakhe wawukhumbone?

(Did you usually see him during his banishment?

S. E!re. Mandithi yena wayengahlali kude phayekhaya. Uba ngaba

ndiphume phaya ekhaya ndema e-back ndiyakwazi ukubona nje kokwabo

kakuhle.

(yes. He did not Iive far from my home. From the back of my home

I can see his home cIearIY)

R. Ezi ideas zakhe ezabangeluba abhenishwe bezingena njani phaya

eGinsberg?

(How were his ideas which led to his being banned/banished

received at Ginsberg?)

S. Mandithi ukufika kwale ndoda phaya eGinsberg yayithathela

kuyo ngohlobo loba ayikhwenyinto yayisaziwa phaya. Yaytzezi ideas

zayo. lilandithi naphi, nobungena kweliphi na icala, ilokishi

incinci. KuIuIa ukuba ungumntu, especiallv xa ungumntu waphaya,

ubathathele kuwe bonkabantu beve kuwe. Enye into, iGinsberg

ibingenazi-politics :zaziyo kakuhle. And ngela xesha..ngela xesha

Iakhe kwasekudala zabhenishwa i-ANC nezinye ezi.. Ngoku bokuyi-

vacuum nje kungekhontikhoYo.
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(When this man arrived at Ginsberg he won it over because there

was nothing else that was, known there. It was these ideas of his.

It does not matter from which side you come, the township is

small. ft is easy for one, especially if one resides there, to

win over the people to oneself. Ginsberg did not have any

politics that it knew well. And during that time-..during his

tirne organizations such as thg ANC had long been banned. Now

there was just d vacuum. There was nothing).

R. So ufike wangena kule vacuum yena?

(So he came and filled that vacuum?)

S. Ufike wangena kule Y.@-l!, wafika wasishumayeza. Ibe yinto

eza mva Ie yabahamba nge-non-racial kuze kubekho aba bahamba ne-

B1ack Consciousness. Ngela xesha lakhe yayingekho loo nto leyo'

(He came and filled the vacuum, and advocated his ideas to us.

The question of those who follow a non-racial doctrine is a later

development. So is that of Black Consciousness. During that time

all these things vrere not there)

R. SidIuIe apho. Ndiqaphela ukuba ukhe waya naseFort Hare.

(Let us move on. I notice that you have been to Fort Hare)

S. Ewe, ndikhe ndaYa naseFort Hare.

(Yes, I have been to Fort Hare)

R. Khawutsho, ngeli xesha uphaya kwakunjani?

(What was it like when you were there?)

S. Heyi, kwakunzima! Kwakunzima kunzima nyhani eFort Hare ngela

xesha. Mandithi rnna ndifika ngo-79. Kukho unbandela owavelayo we-

student Sabhoyikhotha ixesha elide. A better part of the
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year sasibhoyikhothile. Sabuya ngokubhala nje kwi-second

semester emva kwe-incruest.

(Goodness, it was difficultt It was realIy difficult at Fort Hare

at that tine. I arrived there in 1979. A ceftain incident

involving a student occurred. We went on boycott for a long time.

For a better part of the year we went on boycott. We came back to

write during the second semester after an inguest)

R. Wawuhlala kweyiphi i-hostel?

(In which residence did you stay?)

S. Ndifike ndihlala eJabavu. Kukho i-hostel apha yayi-stout

gqitha.

(I stayed at the Jabavu residence. There was this residence which

was too mischievous)

R. Zazikhona i-rules ?

(Were there any rules?)

S. Zazikhona. Kodwa i-students zazingazihoyanga ezo rules.

ZazLngazihoyanga tu tu tu. Zaziekzista nje on paper. otherwise

zaz ingahoywanga .

(There were. But students did not care for those ruIes. They did

not care for them at all. They existed merely on paper, otherwise

they were not observed.

Interview F : Researcher and Phaphama

R. phaphama, une-experience apha emsebenzini. Khawutsho, Iatelv

umsebenzi wakho ubuyintoni?
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(Phaphama, you are experienced in your work. Lately, what kind of

work have you been doing?)

P. Bendingumtshutshisi nomantyi mna.

(I have been a nagistrate and a prosecutor)

R. Mh! Utshutshisephi kuqala? :

(Mh! Where did you first work as a prosecutor?)

P. Ndaqala ndangumtshutshisi phaya e-Reqional Court.

( I first be,came a prosecutor at the Regional Court)

R. Ungathi yintoni ebinorndla ngokuya ubungumtshutshisi eMtata?

(what would you say was of interest while you were a prosecutor?)

P. Zininzi izinto ebezinomdla phaya ebutshutshisini, ikakhulu i-

cases ze-car theft ne-stock theft. Izinto ezinjenge-stock

theft zezalapha kwamantyi ke zona. Ne-fraud. Bendizithanda ke ezo

z into.

(There rrere many interesting things while I was a prosecutor,

especially cases of car theft and stock theft. Cases of stock

theft belong to the magistrates court. So are fraud cases. I used

to Like those)

R. o-accused aba xa bemi apha phambi kwakho, bebedla ngokuthini?

( When the accused stood in front of you, what did they usually

say? )

P. Hayi, bayahluka. Abakwaziyo uba mhlawumbi ukhulele phaya

elokshini, njengoba ndikhulele elokshini nje ndikhula nabo,

wozathi efika e-court ufike encumancumeza ungazi ukuba uncunela

ntoni, ngokungathi uekspektha ukuba nhlawunbi uzawumenzeLa i-

favours apha emsebenzini. Babekhona ke aba beza nhlawunbi
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bekoyika kuba beve ukuba laa mfo lowa akayingenanga into

yaselokshini emsebenzini. Omnye ke, ngumntu nje wasezilalini

ufumanise ukuba hayi woyika i-court. Ufumanisukuba u-uneasy
:

njengoba elapha kwi-witness box. Uyalaqalaqaza, Kwambuzo obuzwayo

ucinga ukuba kukho into ene-hidden meaninq ngasemva.

(No. They differ. Those who know me since I grew up in a township

with some of them, will come to court, smile a bit as if they

expect a favour from you although you are at work. Some used to

be afraid because they knew that I do not confuse my township

Iife wittr ny work. Another accused could be a Person from a rural

area who is afraid of being in court. You find that he is uneasy

as he is standing in the witness box. He thinks that any question

you ask has a hidden meaning)

R. Masiye ke ngoku kwi-experience yakho as imantyi. Usebenzephi

naphi?

( Let us now move on to your experience as a magistrate. At which

various places did you work?)

P. Iskakhulu ke...Mandithi ndaqala eMtata. Ndimane...

Ndandiriliva kwindawo ezinjengomaPort St Johns, Tsomo

(WeI}, for most of the tine...Let me mention the fact that I

started in Umtata. I usually...I worked as a relieving uragistrate

at places such as Port St Johns, Tsomo.'.. )

R. Khawutsho nje nge-case okanye i-cases ezathi zanomdla ngeli

xesha uyinantyi.

( Would you like to relate a few cases which you found to be of

interest white you were a nagistrate)
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P. Kukho enye apho kwangena elinye iggwetha kuyi-civiI case.

Langena Ienza i-apnlication ye-processing aid. Kwekh! Saxakeka

sonke. Yintoni Ie processinq aid? Eli ggwetha Iamela phaa kude

a1afunakuyichaza.LathisekukudaIaIayichaza.W
(There is one which was a civil case. A certain lawyer got in and

made an application for 'processing aid.f Goodness! We were aII

confused. What is 'processing aid.?' The lawyer in guestion stood

aside and idid not want to explain. After some time he explained

it . He was amused).

R. Kanti yintoni kanye?

(what, in fact, is it then?)

P. Kuxa usuwisha umntu engekho apha like urnntu engekho kule

jurisdiction. Engaziwa apho akhoyo. Then kufuneka enze Ie nto...

i-advertisement emaphepheni. Wayeyithanda le nto 1o mfo. Wayefuna

ukukhonfynrza wonke umntu ngamagama.

(It is when one sues a person who is away, ds when one is outside

the relevant area of jurisdiction. Then one must do this..place

an advertisement in the papers. This nan liked this. He wanted to

confuse everybody with words).
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